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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Over the course of ten years since 2007, Georgia’s rural population has shrunk in absolute terms (from
close to 2.1 to less than 1.6mln) and as a share in the population (from about 47 to less than 43%). Still,
Georgia remains a traditional agrarian country. More than a third of the country’s territory consists of
agricultural lands, and, according to the National Statistics Office of Georgia (GeoStat), in 2017, almost
43% of the population lived in rural communities.
Agriculture and food processing continue to account for a very significant share (about 25-30%) of
Georgia’s total exports, but Georgia’s agriculture clearly underperforms (on average) relative to the rest
of the economy. In 2016, about a half of Georgian employed and self-employed, almost 870 thousand
people, were working in the sector. Yet, their share in total GDP was a mere 9.3%.
The purpose of the current study was to look into the key sources of inefficiency – and relevant remedies
– for Georgian agriculture as a whole and three specific value chains: hazelnuts, mandarins and peaches.
Thus, while paying attention to sectoral nuances, we were mostly concerned with the common challenges
facing these three sectors and the more general policy responses.
Methodologically, the study included three main components: (i) a review of the literature and data, (ii)
field research (visits to farms and food processing enterprises, as well as in-depth interviews with
farmers, representatives of farmer associations, company chief executive officers (CEOs), Georgian
policy makers, and international experts) and (iii) focus groups with representatives of leading farming
enterprises in order to test our ideas and hypotheses.
Our major findings and policy recommendations are summarized below.
The first and foremost source of inefficiency in Georgian agriculture is rather straightforward: too
many Georgian villagers are “stuck” in subsistence agriculture. Of all those employed in agriculture,
only about 11,000 (less than 1.3% of total agricultural employment!) were hired workers in 2016,
presumably employed in commercial farming activities. An overwhelming majority of the rest were selfemployed (or, rather, under-employed) in semi-subsistence and subsistence agriculture on very small
plots of land. According to the latest Georgian Agricultural Census, in 2014, 77% of all Georgian holdings
owned less than 1ha of agricultural land (87%, if considering only arable land).
Unorganized, operating on tiny plots of land, and lacking in leadership, skills, infrastructure and essential
support services (e.g. machinery, veterinary centers), subsistence and semi-subsistence producers
remain in agriculture due to old age (the average Georgian farmer is about 55 years old and aging),
emotional attachment to their lands, and a lack of other opportunities. External interventions in the
sector – government subsidies, donor-financed loans and grants certainly help alleviate rural poverty
but fail to fundamentally change farming and business practices in Georgia’s countryside, leaving
hundreds of thousands of people behind on every aspect of human development. Perhaps
unintentionally they also slow down smallholders’ exit from agriculture.
The second key concern is about a major part of Georgian agriculture being stuck in a “bad”
equilibrium involving a lock-in on traditional products, traditional cultivation methods and traditional
(ex-Soviet) export markets. Georgia’s agricultural exports to the EU did grow (from about USD 100mln
in 2010 to 212mln in 2016) on the strength of increased hazelnut production, but Russia and
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Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) remain the main export destination for most Georgian
products, including wine, mineral water, lemonades, greens, fruits and vegetables.
Having so many eggs in the Russian/CIS basket represents an economic and political vulnerability.
Importantly, however, it is also a symptom of the underlying problem: dependence on a very small
number of traditional agricultural products that are not price- and quality-competitive outside
traditional markets in which Georgian products enjoy a special, nostalgia-based recognition.
Escaping from the traditional equilibrium is easier said than done since the prices Georgian products
fetch in Russia and CIS may be unattainable in other markets. Moreover, meeting the food safety and
quality standards imposed elsewhere (consistency over time, homogeneity, traceability) is a daunting
task in value chains dominated by a multitude of small, independent producers who are not linked to
downstream buyers (consolidators and processors). These structural factors reinforce the lock-in on
traditional agriculture to the detriment of those attempting to modernize Georgian agriculture and to
enter the more price- and quality-competitive markets of the future.
A comparison of per ha productivity figures and prices fetched by Georgian traditional products to those
of global leaders, suggests that very significant (300-400%) gains are theoretically possible in Georgia’s
horticulture, particularly in old traditional branches, such as peaches and mandarins. This productivity
gap is as much an indication of “untapped potential” as of the urgent need to restructure these sectors
and replant orchards that are well beyond their prime.
Georgian hazelnut growers are reasonably productive on average. Georgia’s “untapped potential” in
hazelnut production and export has more to with the way in which hazelnuts are brought to the market:
dried, deshelled, sorted and processed (achieving Turkish product quality and prices could increase the
value of Georgian hazelnut exports by about 27%). Larger gains could be achieved by expanding the area
under higher-productivity commercial hazelnut plantations.
To actually achieve efficiency gains in Georgia’s traditional agriculture and to encourage product and
market innovation away from the traditional equilibrium, the Georgian government is advised to enter
into Public-Private Partnerships (PPPs) with leading food processors and agricultural holdings.
Quite a number of major players, particularly those with significant foreign participation, are already
involved in vertically integrating and developing their respective value chains. This tendency must be
perceived as an opportunity to establish development-oriented PPPs by the Georgian government and
international donors. Unlike traditional development partners, such as international non-governmental
organizations (NGOs), large buyers (processing companies, retail chains, and exporters) have the expertise
and the long-term incentives to, bring about sustainable changes and modernization to Georgian
smallholder agriculture.
The report further looks into a number of specific issues preventing Georgian agriculture from realizing
its full potential: quality of public services and tax administration deficiencies; bottlenecks in access to
finance and labor, services and inputs, infrastructure and logistics; underdeveloped land market, and, last
but not least, the failure of Georgian farmers to establish functional agricultural cooperatives.


The various agricultural service agencies set up by the Georgian government in recent years are
in urgent need of professional upgrading and consolidation. Despite technical assistance by the
Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), United Nations Development Program (UNDP), and the
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European Union (EU), most agencies lack the professional capacity to deliver high quality services;
some of them (soil testing and mechanization) carry significant corruption risks. The government
is advised to conduct a rigorous cost-benefit analysis in order to decide whether to continue to
invest in the capacity of these agencies to deliver services (such as extension, soil testing, and
machinery), or, alternatively, outsource at least some of these services to private sector actors
(subject to appropriate regulation and targeted government subsidies/loan guarantees).
Despite a lot of progress achieved in recent years, there are some further wrinkles to iron out
in Georgian tax administration procedures. The requirement that every single natural or
production losses be verified by the tax authorities is extremely burdensome for the food
processing industry given that bio-losses are difficult to store and create sanitary risks. The
government is advised to allow companies to voluntarily define their own production loss
standards for each process, and have these reviewed and approved by the tax authorities.
Access to finance is consistently self-reported as a key constraint for Georgian small and
medium agricultural holdings. We suggest that the ongoing practice of direct subsidization of
commercial credit to the agricultural sector be complemented by a targeted program seeking to
leverage subsidies of credit guarantees in order to help form long-term linkages between farmers
and buyers of agricultural products (retail networks, exporters, and processors). If supported, the
latter may be well placed to secure a credit line with Georgian commercial banks to serve not only
their own funding needs and but also those of their supply chain partners. Additional
recommendations are to (i) reduce agricultural risks to commercially acceptable levels through
e.g. investment in early warning and prevention systems, (ii) continue with insurance pilots as a
means of accumulating relevant data and building professional capacities in the financial sector
and (iii) experiment with alternative ways to secure loans to the agricultural sector.
Contrary to SMEs, large agribusinesses and food processing enterprises are mostly constrained
by bottlenecks in the supply of inputs and services, labor, and quality of infrastructure/utilities.
In addition to investment in infrastructure and improved regulation of public utilities, the
government and donors are advised to engage leading companies in addressing sectoral skill
deficits (by establishing model farms, providing private extension, and even vocational training)
and nurturing sustainable farmer groups as supply partners.
Another key issue for investors (both foreign and domestic) is access to agricultural land,
particularly large contiguous parcels served by road, water, gas and electricity infrastructure.
To address it, the government should use a multi-pronged approach to strengthen the push and
pull factors for Georgian subsistence farmers to sell their plots and move to other, more
productive occupations: (i) continue investing in agricultural infrastructure to increase the value
of land, (ii) reform irrigation tariffs and gradually wean farmers of agricultural subsidies, (iii)
improve education systems serving rural youth and help with professional retooling and housing
for those deciding to sell their land and move, (iv) learn from the ongoing pilot how roll out an
efficient land registration process, and (v) introduce an inclusive and transparent approvals
system to repurpose and privatize agricultural land over a certain threshold (say, 20 Ha).
Farmer cooperation is an obvious ‘low hanging fruit’ when it comes to improving agricultural
productivity and linking farmers to markets. That said, the government and donor community
are advised to tighten the criteria for supported organizations in order to target genuine farmer
groups as opposed to opportunistic businesses, groups that seek to cooperate on services rather
than production and have genuine membership. Further, we propose to consider corporations
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(buyers of agricultural products) as enablers of farmer cooperatives, particularly when it comes
to niche products that require certification (organic, halal, etc.).
The final set of recommendations concerns the possibility of establishing ‘Productive Alliances’ (PAs) –
a particular kind of PPPs – in the mandarins, peaches, and hazelnuts value chains. PA are typically
designed to simultaneously strengthen horizontal linkages among smallholders, and vertical linkages
between producers and buyers. To be effective, PAs should be very careful about targeting:



“transitional smallholder producers” who lack well-established linkages to buyers but have the
potential and willingness to engage in modern agri-food markets and
buyers who have relevant agronomical expertise (to be able to monitor quality and offer private
extension services, if needed) and are financially viable.

The hazelnuts sector represents the best opportunities when it comes to PA-type interventions. Unlike
the situation in other sectors, horizontal hazelnut producer organizations of the type that currently
operate in the sector may be able to cut out some of the middlemen (small consolidation and processing
centers) and gain direct access to international buyers, potentially resulting in better development
outcomes for their members. This implies that PAs in the hazelnuts sector should NOT be conditioned on
an explicit, upfront vertical alliance with processors and exporters.
For large enough and effective producer organizations to emerge, donors and government may find it
useful to: (i) help incubate farmer associations/groups, including initial coordination and management, as
well as co-investment in drying, storage and processing capacity, and (ii) improve public services such as
plant decease and pest control, R&D and research-based extension services to optimize location of
orchards, cultivation methods, and choice of seedlings and chemicals.
There may be not too many alternative ways to revitalize Georgia’s mandarin sector other than through
a top-down restructuring of the entire industry, as currently conceived by Adjara’s government. Left to
their own devices, Adjara’s smallholders will be unable to replant their orchards since this will be
equivalent to giving up on many years of income that may be critical for their survival. Thus, there is a role
for government in coordinating a transition to more productive and earlier varieties, helping with the
incubation of mandarin coops, and facilitating smallholders’ transition to other, higher value crops.
Additionally, the government should consider inducing investment in the downstream segment of the
mandarin value chain. Georgia’s success in exporting its citrus fruit, juice concentrate and other products
depends on the existence of well-equipped consolidation centers working in close cooperation with
growers and the processing industry. Availability of appropriate processing/calibration/packaging
equipment and ability/willingness to implement proper quality control mechanisms should be key for the
selection of buyers participating in government and donor-supported Productive Alliances. Only in this
way, will Georgian mandarins be able to reach more demanding markets, in the CIS and elsewhere.
Concentrated in Kakheti, the peach/stone fruit value chain has been fast developing thanks to public
investment in irrigation infrastructure and the government’s Plant the Future program. Private
investment in commercial peach production led to the creation of sizeable modern plantations, but
average yields and export value remain well below potential due to (i) a tendency to minimize
production costs and a lack of skills among smallholders, (ii) a relative dearth of early and late varieties,
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which strains existing infrastructure and puts extra pressure on prices, and (iii) weaknesses in the
consolidation/cold storage/calibration and packaging segment of the market.
PA projects targeting the stone fruit sector may find it difficult to identify qualified buyers. None of the
leading fruit processing companies perceive peaches to be central to their portfolio of raw materials.
The existing consolidation centers have very limited engagement with the sector, operating only during
the high season. Thus a leading role in potential PA projects could be assigned to commercial growers in
the Gurjaani municipality who seem to be capable of, and interested in working with transitional
producers on issues of quality, certification and market access, including more demanding retail
networks in Russia/CIS and local food processing enterprises.
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SECTION A. UNTAPPED POTENTIAL OF GEORGIA’S AGRICULTURE
Four efficiency issues have to be addressed for Georgian agriculture to live up to its promise. First, who
should work in Georgian agriculture and exercise control over Georgian farmlands and other agricultural
assets? The second (and related) question is about the how of agricultural production: what are the
conditions for the latest technology and knowhow to be employed in Georgian agriculture, including
incentives for learning and technology adaption, access to finance, public services and infrastructure.
Third, we have to question the how of collecting, consolidating, processing and bringing Georgian
agricultural and food products to the domestic and foreign markets. Finally, what should be Georgia’s
product mix given its cultural assets, landscape, social structure, climate and soil conditions, on the one
hand, and current trends in global food and agricultural markets, on the other?
In the following three subsections, we will dwell on the “who” and “what” questions, and offer a rough
quantitative assessment of potential gains to be made in three value chains that are in the focus of the
current study (mandarins, peaches and hazelnuts). The two “how” questions will be treated in greater
detail in the next two sections.

WHO SHOULD WORK IN GEORGIAN AGRICULTURE?
The first and foremost source of inefficiency in Georgian agriculture is rather straightforward: too many
Georgian villagers are “stuck” in subsistence agriculture. In 2016, about a half of Georgian employed and
self-employed, almost 870 thousand people, were working in the sector. However, only about 11,0002
people (less than 1.3% of total agricultural employment!) were hired workers, presumably employed in
commercial farming activities. An overwhelming majority of the rest were self-employed (or, rather,
under-employed) in semi-subsistence and subsistence agriculture on very small plots of land averaging
1.2ha, according to the Georgian Agricultural Census of 2014 (see Table 1).
Table 1 Agricultural land distribution by various types of holdings (as of October 1, 2014)
Indicator

All agricultural
holdings
574.1 /
77%

Households

%

Number of holdings owning
571.9
99.6
agricultural land (thousands)
/ % holdings owning < 1ha
Agricultural land (1,000 ha) /
787.7 /
681.1
86.5
% land owned by holdings
22%
with < 1ha
Arable land
377.4
322.7
85.5
Land under permanent crops
109.6
92.6
84.5
Meadows and pastures
300
265.2
88.4
Greenhouses
0.7
0.6
85.7
Average plot size (ha)
1.4
1.2
N/A
Source: Agricultural Census 2014, Georgian National Statistical Agency (GeoStat)

2

Legal entities

%

2.2

0.4

106.6

13.5

54.8
17
34.8
0.1
49.2

14.5
15.5
11.6
14.3
N/A

See GeoStat data on the number of employed (as opposed to self-employed) by kind of economic activity
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As shown in Table 1, 77% of all Georgian holdings own less than 1ha of agricultural land (87% if considering
only arable land). With these smallholders not shifting to other activities, Georgia’s agriculture continues
to underperform (on average) relative to the rest of the economy. For example, in 2016, while accounting
for 49.3% of employment, its share in total Gross Domestic Product (GDP) was a mere 9.3% (see Table 2).
Table 2: Georgian agriculture: share in GDP, employment, investment, and trade
Indicator
Unit of measurement
2010
2012
2014
GDP
million USD
11,637
14,325 14,489
GDP per capita
USD
2,623
3,185 3,227
GDP per capita
GEL
4,676
5,259 5,698
Share of Agriculture in GDP
Percentage
8.4%
8.6%
9.3%
Real GDP Growth
index, 2010=100
100.0
114.0 123.3
Agricultural GDP Real Growth
index, 2010=100
100.0
104.4 118.2
Active population (labor force)
thousand person
1,945
2,029 1,991
Unemployment rate
Percentage
16.3%
15.0% 12.4%
Share of employment in agriculture
Percentage
52.3%
52.9% 51.1%
in total employment
Total Foreign Direct Investment (FDI)
million USD
814
912
1758
Share of FDI in agriculture in total
Percentage
1.1%
1.8%
0.7%
FDI
Total exports
million USD
1677
2377
2861
Share of food and beverages (BEC)
Percentage
19.7%
20.4% 27.3%
exports in total exports
Total Imports
million USD
5,236
8,056 8,602
Share of food and beverages (BEC)
Percentage
15.8%
13.5% 12.6%
import in total imports
Source: National Georgian Statistics Agency (GeoStat), authors’ calculations based on Georgian
Integrated Household Survey (HIS)

2016
11,427
3,071
7,269
9.3%
130.4
120.0
1,998
11.8%
49.3%
1645
0.6%
2113
30.5%
7,294
11.9%

A very similar picture emerges if one compares per capita GDP figures for those employed (and selfemployed) in agriculture relative to other sectors of the Georgian economy (see Table 3).
Table 3: Georgian GDP per employed person (thousands GEL, in 2010 prices), by sector
Economic Sector
Private households employing domestic
staff and undifferentiated production
activities of households for own use
Agriculture, hunting & forestry
Education
Mining & quarrying
Other community, social & personal service
activities
Construction
Wholesale & retail trade; repair of motor
vehicles, motorcycles & personal &
household goods
11 | P a g e

2006
1.3

2008
2.0

2010
1.3

2012
1.1

2014
2.3

2016
2.0

1.8
4.9
37.4
16.3

1.9
7.5
19.5
22.1

1.8
6.9
15.1
17.2

1.7
7.6
11.8
16.6

2.0
6.8
11.4
19.8

2.1
7.4
15.0
20.6

20.0
15.5

17.8
19.8

21.2
19.0

24.6
19.9

22.2
22.7

22.8
23.5

Health & social work
17.5
20.3
21.9
24.5
23.5
Public administration & defense;
23.0
32.8
31.2
31.3
31.2
compulsory social security
Hotels & restaurants
19.2
25.6
21.7
23.8
29.6
Manufacturing
17.0
21.8
21.5
27.6
29.7
Financial intermediation
24.8
21.0
22.7
36.0
29.8
Transport, storage & communications
21.9
25.9
28.1
33.3
28.7
Electricity, gas & water supply
24.8
27.4
31.4
28.9
33.1
Real estate, renting & business activities
24.2
40.1
34.1
42.0
38.9
Source: GeoStat, authors’ calculations based on Georgian Integrated Household Survey (HIS)

24.1
26.4
26.6
28.6
29.4
31.6
35.5
39.1

As is clear from the above, Georgia’s average agricultural performance is dismal because agricultural
productivity distribution is extremely skewed to the left. At the right end of the distribution we find a very
small number of efficient producers: industrial farms, such as Ferrero’s AGRIGEORGIA (a 3,500ha modern
hazelnut plantation in Samegrelo), vertically integrated agribusiness holdings, such as CHIRINA (a poultry
producer, representing a $100mln investment by a Georgian diaspora industrialist)3, modern wineries and
greenhouses of various sizes, growers of kiwifruit, blueberries and other niche products. On the left is the
great mass of aging Georgian villagers self-employed in minimum-cost production of traditional
agricultural products. Thus, simplistically ignoring political economy constraints on structural change in
and out of agriculture, the most straightforward way to increase the sector’s productivity would be to
reallocate agricultural land and other assets from subsistence farmers4 to their more productive
neighbors and large agribusinesses.
A recent nationally representative survey by the UNDP5 provides some indication as to the magnitude of
the problem (and the opportunity!).





The average respondent’s age in the 3,000 household sample was almost 55 years, well above
Georgian population average of 37-386.
About 40% are subsistence farmers who have no monetary income from selling agricultural
products.
About 56% are semi-subsistence farmers who receive some monetary income from selling
agricultural products, but it is less than the value of the produce they consume.
Finally, only 3%(!) may be considered professionals or “small investor farmers” according to
Collier’s definition, who derive significant monetary income from selling agricultural products,
exceeding the value of the produce they consume.

3

See Simon Appleby and Eric Livny, Georgia Agricultural Competitiveness Case Studies, 2014
Following the World Bank (2016), we distinguish “three distinct categories of smallholder producers: (i)
subsistence producers, i.e. households engaged in agricultural production mostly for own consumption with
limited assets and market access due to low productivity and poor infrastructure; (ii) small investor producers, i.e.
small and medium-sized producers with favorable endowments of assets, skills and market access who
commercialize their products competitively; and (iii) “transition smallholder producers”, i.e. producers in between
subsistence and commercial farming who have some assets and resource endowments but lack well-established
linkages to buyers and markets.”
5
Florian Biermann, Eric Livny, Zurab Abramishvili and Saba Devdariani, Knowledge Needs in Georgian Agriculture:
The Case of Farming Households, UNDP, 2016. A total of 3000 households have been surveyed: 100 in Tbilisi, 580
in Imereti, and 290 per each of Georgia’s remaining 8 major regions (Adjara, Guria, Kakheti, Kvemo Kartli,
Mtskheta-Mtinaneti, Samegrelo-Zemo Svaneti, Shida Kartli, and Samtskhe-Javakheti).
6
http://www.geostat.ge/index.php?action=page&p_id=473&lang=eng
4
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Based on these data, the degree of restructuring that would be desirable on efficiency grounds only is
truly staggering. Only 3% of Georgian farming households currently operate as commercial farms. Of the
56% of semi-subsistence farmers, only a small fraction would fall into the “transition producer” category,
whereas the rest are too old and/or lack sufficient land and other resources necessary for a successful
transition to commercial farming.
A closely related source of inefficiency is the lack of specialization among Georgian smallholders.
According to the above UNDP survey, Georgian farmers tend to grow a little bit of everything. Practically
everybody grow some maize, tomatoes, and cucumbers, but do so on tiny plots of land. For example, the
average plot sizes under maize, tomato and cucumbers are 0.32, 0.05, and 0.04 hectares, respectively.
The situation is only slightly better in wheat (1.21ha), sunflowers (1.17ha) and dry forage (0.85ha).
Such an extreme form of diversification is certainly convenient from the subsistence strategy point of
view. Furthermore, it may give smallholders some insurance against weather and other types of risks. The
productivity and commercialization implications of such a strategy are not very positive, though. Thus, at
least theoretically, significant efficiency gains could be achieved even without a massive restructuring of
the sector – through extension and training measures allowing those currently employed in agriculture to
acquire specialized farming skills. Unfortunately, as demonstrated by the same UNDP study, land
fragmentation and a lack of specialization reduces farmers’ appetite for investment in relevant
knowledge and skills, negatively affecting government and donor-financed training and extension
measures. Indeed, as shown by Biermann et al (ibid), the least productive Georgian farmers tend to have
greater confidence in their skills (a phenomenon known as the Dunning-Krueger effect7), and less appetite
for training. Furthermore, fragmentation is a constraint when it comes to the provision of training and
extension services.
*

*

*

The “who” question of Georgian agriculture represents the greatest puzzle and policy dilemma facing
Georgian society and policymakers. More than anything else this question is about the policy tools to be
employed to induce structural changes in and out of agriculture, and the pace at which such changes
should be pursued8.
As is widely recognized, the lion’s share of Georgia’s farmers stay in rural settlements for a lack of viable
non-agricultural employment options. For many, certainly for the older generation, life in a village has
become a convenient semi-retirement option, and no other sector (industry, services) is going to pull
them out or agriculture.
That said, with the average Georgian farmer being 55 years old (see above), close to a half of current
subsistence producers can be expected to fully retire within the next 10-20 years, at which time their
children will be facing a crucial decision whether to continue in farming or sell and move to other
occupations. The biggest mistake that policy could make is to somehow lure young people to stay in
agriculture on farm units that will not be able to provide decent earnings and standards of living over a

7

The Dunning-Kruger effect is a cognitive bias in which low-ability individuals mistakenly assess their ability as
much higher than it really is. See e.g. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dunning%E2%80%93Kruger_effect.
8
During the past two decades, Georgia’s has seen very little transition out of agriculture. See for example,
“Agriculture: An Engine of Inclusive Growth in Georgia?” By Adam Pellillo, Norberto Pignatti, Eric Livny, The ISET
Economist Blog, December 2014
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30-35 year planning horizon. After all, each farm that is not continued when the current farmer retires is
an opportunity for a neighboring farm to grow and become more viable.
While short-term poverty-reducing policies should be concerned with the obvious low hanging fruit, such
as simple improvements in cultivations techniques, the right long term approach would be to endow the
young rural generation with the social skills and education that would make them competitive in the
urban labor markets. One (positive) aspect of such a long-term policy would consist of investment in the
social infrastructure and amenities that are available to Georgia’s rural youth, as well as housing solutions
and additional retooling opportunities for those willing to make the move. Additionally, the government
may want to further induce mobility out of subsistence agriculture by e.g. imposing a tax on land, reducing
agricultural subsidies, and doing more to enforce irrigation tariffs.
At the same time, one should not harbor any illusions as to the feasibility and efficacy of forceful
displacement policies, such as sometimes voiced during the Saakashvili reform era. Despite its obvious
advantages from the efficiency point of view, if pursued too aggressively, land consolidation could cause
a major disruption to traditional Georgian landscapes and ways of life – a price the Georgian nation may
not be particularly happy to pay. Furthermore, a massive displacement of smallholders in the democratic
context of the 21st century is bound to translate into major political risks that would be to the detriment
of investment (in agriculture and any other sector of the economy, for that matter).
A massive displacement would be hard to justify even on economic grounds in the absence of productive
urban employment options for those displaced. Some farmers could potentially find employment in nontradable urban services, which comprise a very large and increasing share of GDP in many developing
nations. Yet, as argued by Dani Rodrik, non-tradable services of the kind that could potentially absorb
excess rural population are very unlikely to deliver rapid growth and good jobs in the way that
manufacturing once did.9 This is so because, as Georgia has been learning the hard way, any growth in
non-tradable services is ultimately self-limiting. Indeed, as more and more villagers started driving taxis
in Tbilisi, taxi fares fell to a level only slightly above earnings in low-productivity agricultural jobs, therefore
reducing or completely eliminating the incentives for the arrival of new drivers (and their shoddy Ladas).

WHAT IS THE OPTIMAL PRODUCT MIX FOR GEORGIAN AGRICULTURE?
The next question we would like to address is what should be Georgia’s product mix given the country’s
landscapes, soil and climate conditions, social structure, and current trends in the global food and
agricultural product markets.
The first few waves of private investment in Georgian agriculture and food industry were mainly driven
by two opportunities:

9

Dani Rodrik, “Are Service the New Manufactures?” in Project Syndicate, October 2014 (https://www.projectsyndicate.org/commentary/are-services-the-new-manufactures-by-dani-rodrik-2014-10?barrier=accessreg).
Rodrik’s skepticism stems from two observations. First, “tradable” services such as banking, finance, BPO and ICT,
cannot absorb more than a fraction of the labor supply in most developing countries. Second, while other types of
locally demanded (“non-tradable”) services, such as retail trade, hairdressing and taxi driving, can certainly absorb
excess agricultural workers, such jobs do not promise a lot of productivity gains.
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to at least partially substitute for the imports of food commodities that flooded the Georgian
market after the country’s economic meltdown in 1990s: greens and vegetables, fresh fish, pork,
beef and poultry, eggs, basic dairy products, juices, etc.;
to exploit Georgian reputation as a producer of fruit, greens, wine, mineral water and lemonades
in the former USSR markets.

Some of the more recent additions to Georgia’s export mix, driven by Georgia’s improved access to the
EU and Middle Eastern markets and relevant knowhow, are live animals (e.g. sheep), hazelnuts, as well
as limited quantities of kiwifruit and blueberries (see Table 4). Improvements in animal husbandry and
dairy production, on the other hand, created demand for cereals (wheat, barley, and oats), the local
production of which has been on a strong upward trend at least since 2010 (see Table 5).
Table 4: Production of permanent crops, all types of holdings (thousand tons)
Crop
Fruit, total
Apple
Pear
Quince
Plum, prune and damson
Cherries
Apricot
Peach, nectarine
Sour plum, cherry plum
Walnut
Hazelnut
Subtropical fruit
Berries
Grapes
Citruses Total
Tangerines
Orange
Lemon
Tea leaf
Source: GeoStat

2010
124.1
21.1
13.7
0.5
6.7
3.0
0.8
6.9
11.9
6.1
28.8
22.4
0.8
120.7
52.1
48.6
1.4
2.1
3.5

2011
187.3
64.3
17.6
0.9
7.2
2.7
0.3
19.1
9.7
5.7
31.1
25.3
1.8
159.6
54.9
53.1
0.6
1.2
2.9

2012
157.9
45.0
16.1
0.9
10.7
5.1
0.7
7.1
13.7
4.8
24.7
26.2
1.2
144.0
77.0
71.1
3.5
2.4
2.6

2013
217.6
68.6
17.0
2.1
8.7
5.6
0.7
23.7
10.3
10.8
39.7
27.8
0.7
222.8
110.4
107.1
1.4
1.9
3.3

2014
210.0
82.3
14.2
0.8
13.1
5.4
1.0
24.9
8.4
4.2
33.8
20.1
1.1
172.6
69.8
65.9
1.7
2.2
1.8

2015
144.3
25.7
11.6
0.5
4.5
2.5
0.7
23.1
10.9
5.6
35.3
21.4
1.1
214.5
77.6
71.0
3.5
3.0
2.1

2016
186.4
65.2
10.7
1.2
8.5
3.7
1.5
33.3
9.5
3.6
29.5
15.8
3.0
159.2
65.5
60.0
2.5
3.0
3.0

Table 5 Production of annual crops, all types of holdings (thousand tons)
Crop
Wheat
Barley
Oats
Maize
Haricot Bean
Sunflower
Potato
Vegetables
Melons
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2010
48.4
23.3
2.0
141.1
5.8
2.6
228.8
175.7
40.9

2011
96.8
30.3
0.7
269.6
8.9
4.0
273.9
185.8
42.8

2012
80.7
20.7
1.6
267.0
9.6
3.0
252.0
198.5
36.7

2013
81.0
35.0
3.4
363.9
10.5
8.6
296.6
204.8
66.4

2014
47.5
26.7
5.1
291.6
7.6
1.6
215.3
153.6
86.1

2015
125.6
40.9
5.1
184.6
5.5
4.3
186.5
152.3
72.5

2016
126.6
47.2
6.5
243.7
5.8
3.2
249.0
141.7
72.8

Hay of annual grasses
Hay of perennial grasses
Source: GeoStat

11.2
25.9

18.1
48.5

5.0
31.9

2.7
38.4

5.9
35.6

9.4
51.8

5.9
49.2

The first thing to note based on these data is that the big wave of import substitution is exhausting
itself. Given the current structure of Georgian agricultural and food imports (see Figure 1), there is
limited scope for further gains given that Georgia now mainly imports scale-sensitive agricultural
products in which it has no competitive advantage, such as wheat, sugar, cocoa, oil and tobacco
products, frozen fish and meats, off-season fruit and vegetables. There are certainly further
opportunities for deeper processing of local (and imported) agricultural products, which may have
implications for Georgian agriculture. These, however, are predicated on large capital investment which
may not materialize in the absence of access to adequately-sized export markets.
Figure 1: Georgia’s top 6 food imports in 2016, by source country.
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Secondly, despite Georgia’s success in establishing free trade agreements with new partners (beyond
Russia/CIS and Turkey), there has been very little expansion in Georgia’s agricultural exports since 2010.
Agriculture and food processing continue to account for a very significant share (about 25-30%) of
Georgia’s total exports, but Georgia did not manage to achieve overall growth in agricultural exports
despite DCFTA agreement with the EU coming into force in July 2014 (see Figure 2). Agricultural exports
to the EU did grow (from about USD 100mln in 2010 to 212mln in 2016) on the strength of increased
hazelnut production, but Russia and other CIS countries remain the main export destination for almost
the entire range of traditional Georgian products, including wine, mineral water, lemonades, greens, fruits
and vegetables.
The re-opening of the Russian market in July 2013 was a major trigger for the wine and mineral water
industries, among other sectors, bringing Georgian agricultural exports to an all-time high of more than
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USD 800mln. Unfortunately, a slowing down of the Russian economy in 2015 brought about a swift
reversal of this positive trend.
Having so many eggs in the Russian basket represents a political and economic vulnerability for Georgia.
Even more importantly, however, it is also a symptom of the underlying problem: dependence on a very
small number of traditional agricultural products that are not price- and quality-competitive outside
traditional markets in which Georgian products enjoy a special, nostalgia-based brand recognition.
Figure 2: Total volume and geographic structure of Georgia’s food exports, 2012-2016.
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With hazelnuts and other new items (live animals, blueberries, kiwifruit) being the clear exception,
practically all traditional Georgian products are subject to exactly the same fate as the one product for
which the country is best recognized in the world: Georgian wine.
As discussed in von Cramon-Taubadel, David Saha (2016) and Anderson (2013), diversifying Georgia’s
wine export destinations is a challenging task because, on the one hand, “many of the unique
characteristics and strengths of Georgia’s winemaking legacy also make it difficult to produce the types
of wine that are needed to penetrate new, non-CIS markets.” On the other hand, exporting to Russia
and the CIS is the easy road for Georgian producers and traders.
The prices Georgian products fetch in Russia and CIS – thanks to very strong brand recognition – may be
unattainable in the much more competitive EU markets. As noted by Anderson (ibid), this was true for
the mass produced, traditional Georgian wine varieties even before the re-opening of the Russian
market in July 2013. With its opening in 2013 and 2014, the prices of popular Georgian grape varieties
doubled and tripled on the strength of Russian demand, further diminishing the prospects of export
diversification. Thus, to paraphrase von Cramon-Taubadel et al (ibid), the Russian market may be
unpredictable and volatile but lucrative.
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On top of that, the Russian market is less demanding when it comes to food safety certification. As
discussed in von Cramon-Taubadel et al (ibid) in the context of the wine sector, meeting EU standards
(consistency over time, homogeneity, traceability), is a daunting task in value chains dominated by a
multitude of small, independent producers who are not linked to downstream buyers (consolidators and
processors). In the absence of vertical linkages (e.g. contract farming), buyers who lack own production
base have no choice but purchase most of their raw material from independent small farmers or
intermediaries at the time of harvest with little control over its quality. These structural factors reinforce
the lock-in on (i) traditional ways of going about agricultural production, (ii) traditional products, and (iii)
traditional markets for these products, to the detriment of those attempting to modernize Georgian
agriculture and to enter the more price-competitive markets of the future.
Figure 3: Georgia’s export destinations in 2016. Top five export commodities by target country
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One can easily discern this lock-in pattern looking at the geography of Georgia’s top five food exports in
2016 (live bovine animals, nuts, ethyl alcohol, waters, and wine; see Error! Reference source not
found.). Hazelnuts make Europe the number one destination for Georgia’s agricultural exports.
However, Russia, Ukraine and other CIS countries continue to dominate as a market for Georgian wine
and practically all other products except live animals. A promising recent development is the emergence
of China as a new destination for Georgian wine, but it remains to be seen whether the current positive
trend will be extended into the future as China’s own winemaking industry quickly gathers momentum.
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How could Georgia escape this lock-in on traditional cultivation methods, products and markets? There
is no easy answer to this question because the ‘traditional’ equilibrium is fairly stable. In particularly, to
the extent that it provides smallholders with the minimum subsistence, it will delay the process of land
consolidation and vertical integration within value chains – the sine qua non for technological
modernization, product innovation and market diversification.
Some of the intermediate solutions proposed e.g. by Cramon von Taubadel et al (ibid) are to place
greater emphasis on agricultural cooperatives and create a special quality certification track for EUoriented exports. These proposals make a lot of sense when it comes to the modernization and market
diversification of existing value chains, such as grapes and wine. However, a modernization and
diversification strategy for the Georgian agricultural sector as a whole should involve greater
emphasis on a new set of products the raw material base of which is not captured by the traditional
(post-Soviet) market.
Which products?
While suggesting particular products goes beyond the scope of the current paper, we could propose some
criteria to guide policymakers’ thinking in this regard.
Not being abundant in capital, highly skilled labor and land resources, Georgia can only be competitive in
relatively labor intensive and scale-insensitive products for which it is uniquely suited from the point of
view of local soil and climate conditions. This rules out e.g. grains and oilseeds (grown on a very large scale
by countries such as Brazil, Argentina, Canada, Russia and Ukraine). Likewise, Georgia cannot compete
with France, Italy or Chile in the mass wine segment, or with Spain, Morocco or China for standard peaches
or citrus.
Not incidentally, Georgia’s recent successes in export innovation – hazelnuts, kiwifruit, blueberries and
live animals – conform to these criteria and are suitable for uptake by small and medium size farmers and
small agribusinesses which dominate Georgia’s agriculture. A similar combination of factors could lead to
successes in high value fisheries and caviar production (as demonstrated e.g. by Hakobyan Caviar10 in
neighboring Armenia).
On the downside, hazelnuts, kiwifruit, blueberries and live animals are not in any way unique products,
putting a lot of pressure on producers’ margins and making them vulnerable to sharp global price
fluctuations. This leads to two other possibilities.




10

First, Georgia could exploit religious and ethical consumer preferences by establishing a strong
national system for the production of higher value kosher, halal, biodynamic, or organic
vegetables, fruit and berries. Such products are being currently pioneered by a small number of
Georgian companies (see, for example, the case of BPC LTD in Appendix G) who have been able
to establish themselves in the US and Japanese markets. Creating a national training and
certification system for such products could help this budding industry to shift beyond its current
piloting phase.
Second, Georgia could exploit its own unique history and traditions to establish strong
international brands in qvevri wine, sulguni cheese, matsoni yogurt, Caucasus bee honey, silk,

www.hakobyancaviar.com/
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wool11, tea and similar products. Georgia’s recent successes as a tourism destination could be
instrumental in helping cultivate global consumer awareness and overcome any cost
disadvantages at the start. In particular, a stronger emphasis on Georgia’s rich potential as a spa
tourism destination could help associate Georgian food with better health and longevity.
*

*

*

Venturing into the new and unknown is a risky endeavor. Given the relatively high likelihood of failure,
the private benefits of an agricultural startup may well fall short of expected benefits, reducing the private
sector’s appetite for experimentation below the socially optimal level. From this follows that it may be in
the society’s interest to encourage experimentation with new products and new markets because of the
possibility to learn from past failures and imitate or scale up successes. This is the economics logic behind
policies seeking to encourage innovation – in high tech, agriculture, and any other sector for that matter.
Encouraging innovation in Georgia’s agricultural sector does not necessarily imply the need to pick
winners. Rather, the government should pick the right system and deliver public services such as (i)
coordination of investment decisions, (ii) quality assurance and certification (particularly important for
organic/kosher/halal and similar value chains), and (iii) international marketing (e.g. promotion of Georgia
as a unique (health) tourism destination).

THE (UNTAPPED) POTENTIAL OF GEORGIA’S TRADITIONAL AGRICULTURE
The potential gains in Georgia’s traditional agriculture are difficult to assess in a precise manner, however
it may be possible the gauge the magnitude of potential improvement through the crude lens of
international productivity comparisons. In what follows we will review the productivity figures for three
products that are in the focus of the current study (hazelnuts, mandarins and peaches), however, there
are no reasons to think that the results would be significantly different for any other crop or product.
For illustration purposes, we compare Georgia’s current yields of tangerines and peaches and their export
volume and value to those of Spain, a world leader in horticulture. Thus, we calculate the total volume
and value of Georgian exports assuming (very optimistically) that Georgia’s average performance reaches
average Spanish levels in both yields per ha, and the quality of its agricultural produce (as reflected in
their prices). The results are presented in Table 6.
Table 6: Georgia’s yields and export value in peach and tangerine: actual vs. potential (Spanish) levels
Indicator
Georgia: total area harvested (2014)
Georgia: total number of trees (2014)
Georgia: production (2014)
Georgia: yields per ha (2010-2014 average)
Georgia: yields per tree (2014)
Spain: yields per ha (2010-2014 average)
11

Unit of
measurement
hectares
millions
tons
tons/hectare
kg
tons/hectare

Peaches
5,244
2,236
24,900
4.8
11.1
16

Tangerines
19,790
4,643
65,900
3.9
14.2
18.5

See Irakli Kochlamazashvili and Phatima Mamardashvili, Georgian Wool: Can It Become the “Golden Fleece”
Again? http://iset-pi.ge/index.php/en/iset-economist-blog-2/entry/georgian-wool-can-it-become-the-goldenfleece-again
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Georgian per ha yields as a % of Spanish yields
percentage
30%
21%
Georgia: potential production*
tons
83,391
310,199
Export price of Georgian product (2016)
USD/kg
0.49
0.4
Export price of Spanish product (2016)
USD/kg
0.98
0.84
Georgian export prices as a % of Spanish exports
percentage
50%
48%
Georgia: potential increase in export value**
percentage
665%
995%
Source: FAOSTAT, GeoStat, UN Comtrade, authors calculations
*
Assuming Georgia reaches Spain’s per ha productivity levels.
**
Assuming that all differences in export prices are explained by product quality, and that Georgia
achieves the Spanish product quality (and export prices)
The results in Table 6 – a nearly 10-fold increase in the dollar value of mandarin exports and a 665%
upswing in the exports of peaches – may well be unattainable given that many of our assumptions do not
hold water. In particular, as one of the northernmost producers of subtropical fruit varieties, Georgia
cannot attain the level of sugar content comparable to its southern competitors; not all differences in
export prices are due to quality as Spain enjoys easier access to the relatively more lucrative EU market.
Still, it appears that Georgia currently operates at about 1/3-1/4 of its full potential in these two
branches of horticulture (not taking into account the possibility of additional planting). To fully realize
this potential, Georgia would have to go through a process of consolidating the sector and improving
efficiency throughout the relevant value chains – from upstream inputs and services, to cultivation, to
collection/consolidation, cold storage, processing, packaging and export logistics.
The situation is quite different and perhaps surprising when it comes to the Georgian hazelnuts sector
(Table 7). Our benchmark in this case is Georgia’s eastern neighbor, Turkey, which happens to be the
single largest hazelnut producer in the world. Turkey and Georgia provide a very similar natural habitat
for hazelnut trees and, moreover, both countries sell in the same (global) markets. Thus, a comparison
between the two makes a lot of sense.
Table 7: Georgia’s hazelnut yields and export value: actual (2014) vs. potential (Turkish) levels
Indicator
Georgia: sown area
Georgia: total number of trees
Georgia: production
Georgia: yield per ha
Georgia: average yield per tree
Turkey: yield per ha in Turkey (2010-2014 average)
Georgian per ha yields as a % of Turkish yields
Potential production*
Export price of Georgian product (2016)
Export price of Turkish product (2016)
Georgian export price as a % of Turkish export price
Georgia: potential export value increase**
Source: FAOSTAT, GeoStat, UN Comtrade, authors’ calculations
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Unit of
measurement

Hazelnut

hectare

20,433

unit

23,346

ton

33,800

ton/hectare

1.65

kg

1.45

ton/hectare

1.07

percentage

155%

ton

33,800

USD/kg

6.83

USD/kg

8.68

percentage

79%

percentage

27%

*
Assuming that Georgia maintains its superior per ha productivity level.
**
Assuming that all differences in export prices are explained by product quality, and that Georgia
achieves the Turkish quality and (export prices)
Surprisingly, at least according to FAOSTAT, Georgian per ha hazelnut yields in 2014 (the only year for
which such data are available) were 55% higher than the Turkish average in 2010-2014 (1.65 vs. 1.07
ton/ha). 2014 was not an exceptionally good year for Georgian hazelnut producers (both 2013 and 2015
were better years), hence it is likely that the Turkish hazelnut plantations include a relatively larger
proportion of smallholdings with old, poorly cultivated plots. Still, while Turkey may not be producing a
lot per ha, it certainly produces a lot in absolute terms. Moreover, Turkish hazelnuts enjoy a better
reputation in the global markets, and fetch a much better price (for example, USD 8.68 vs. 6.83 per kg of
hazelnut kernels in 2016).
*

*

*

The data above suggest that very significant (300-400%) gains are theoretically possible in Georgia’s
horticulture, particularly in old traditional branches such as peaches and mandarins. The productivity gap
is as much an indication of “untapped potential” as of the urgent need to restructure these sectors and
replant orchards that are well beyond their prime. As will be discussed in sections B and C below, increased
supply of raw material may also boost investment and consolidation in the downstream cold storage,
packing and processing segment of these value chains, allowing exports to the more lucrative (and
demanding) markets, such as Japan.
A much more recent addition, Georgian hazelnut orchards are reasonably productive on average.
Georgia’s “untapped potential” in hazelnut production and export has more to with the way in which
hazelnuts are brought to the market: dried, deshelled, sorted and processed. According to our
calculations, if Georgia maintains its current yields, but achieves Turkish product quality and prices, the
value of Georgian hazelnut exports could increase by 27%. Far larger gains could be achieved if Georgia
continues to expand the area under properly cultivated commercial hazelnut plantations through
consolidation of smallholder plantations and at the expense of other cultures, such as mandarins or tea
(as has been the case during the last 10-12 years).
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SECTION B. KEY BOTTLENECKS IN GEORGIA’S AGRICULTURAL SECTOR
We would now like to come back to the question of Georgia’s apparent inability to escape from the lockin on traditional cultivation methods, products and markets. Our position is that in order to move up the
productivity ladder in traditional branches of agriculture and to transition to new products and markets
Georgia has to overcome a series of coordination failures involving the Georgian government (and
donors), and three sets of actors:




An extremely fragmented base of raw material suppliers – semi-subsistence smallholders, small
and medium size agricultural producers;
A large group of relatively small and cash-starved downstream buyers competing for the limited
raw material – collectors, consolidators, cold storage, processing and packaging centers;
An array of upstream and downstream service providers: banks and insurance companies,
suppliers of seeds and chemicals, machinery and agronomical expertise, transport and logistics.

The traditional equilibrium in which the system is found does not make anybody happy, yet it is stable.
Some deficiencies in agricultural ‘hardware’, including infrastructure (irrigation, cold storage,
transportation) are being reduced over time through sustained donor and government-financed
investment. Much more difficult to root out are ‘software’ deficits among Georgia’s rural population and
small businesses: lack of skills and knowledge myopia; low motivation and ability to learn; widespread and
deeply ingrained culture of informal business dealings between friends and relatives.
This ‘software’ is incompatible with modern international standards and is a major barrier for
smallholders’ inclusion in modern value chains (export, retail and processing), and for Georgian companies
to do business – both with each other and with foreign partners, most certainly beyond the traditional
markets. The long run, market-driven solution will inevitably involve land consolidation and a gradual
migration of the next generation of subsistence and semi-subsistence farmers to more productive
occupations outside the agricultural sector. In the meantime, however, the system is stuck.
On the one hand, hardware and software deficits translate into inadequate quantity, quality, and
consistency of raw material supply, which is a major constraint for agricultural exports and the
development of a vibrant downstream food processing industry. On the other hand, lacking in scale,
cash reserves, and long term vision, the downstream industry (consolidation, cold storage, sorting,
processing and exporting companies) do not have the capacity to vertically integrate their supply
partners and drive a process of cultural change (a ‘software update’), technological and organizational
upgrading within their respective value chains. A classical chicken and egg problem.
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Coordination failures also manifest themselves in the relations among agricultural producers and
processors, on the one hand, and other upstream and downstream actors: service providers, banking and
insurance companies.
Georgian banks and insurance companies, to pick just one example, are in principle interested in entering
the agricultural market. Yet, they lack the expertise to correctly assess the risks associated with
agricultural activities. Thus, in the absence of experience and reliable historical data, insurance products
available in the Georgian market are priced at a level that the vast majority of Georgian farmers cannot
afford. And not being able to expand their presence in the agricultural sector, Georgian insurers fail to
build their capacity to assess agricultural risk and lower insurance premiums.
Similarly, agricultural lending, while being actively promoted by the European Bank for Reconstruction
and Development (EBRD) and international donors, is constrained by a lack of capacity on the part of
Georgian commercial banks to correctly assess the quality of agricultural projects and value agricultural
assets. When in doubt, banks pose relatively high collateral requirements and are very conservative in
evaluating agricultural assets for collateralization purposes. For example plantations are assessed at the
price of land, ignoring the value of trees and other assets12.
Addressing coordination failures. A key point to consider is that, in the short-to-medium term,
coordination failures are very unlikely to be resolved through decentralized markets. For example, the
dearth of qualified input and service providers in emerging sectors, such as poultry, is the result of a
classical coordination failure. On the one hand, providers of high quality inputs, veterinary or technical
services would only emerge in response to robust demand coming from producers. Yet, in the absence of
qualified and reliable suppliers, most investors would not dare invest in the sector. And those exceptional
individuals, such as CHIRINA’s Rezo Vashakidze, who would dare invest under such conditions, are forced
to seek self-sufficiency in all inputs and services in the operational phase, while almost exclusively relying
on international contractors for engineering, construction and staff training services13.
Importantly, coordination externalities are not unique to Georgian agriculture. Rather, they are a rampant
feature of the landscape in many developing countries that attempt to diversify their economies. As neatly
summarized by Ricardo Hausmann, Dani Rodrik and Charles Sabel (2008)14, “new economic activities often
require simultaneous and lumpy investments upstream, downstream, and in parallel forks, which
decentralized markets are not good at coordinating.”
The solution (‘new industrial policy’) proposed by Hausmann, Rodrik and Sabel is mainly about achieving
improved coordination among leading actors in relevant subsectors of the economy. By bringing
everybody to the same table, the government may be in a position to identify and resolve specific issues,
such as coordination of investment decisions (including investment in human capital!), missing or harmful

12

Interview with Nergeta’s Hans Gutbrod.
CHIRINA LTD, a USD 100mln greenfield investment in the production of poultry, is the prime example of fullvertical integration from the production of grains and their processing into high quality chicken feed, to own
distribution and retail. See Simon Appleby, Eric Livny, Georgia Agricultural Competitiveness Case Studies: Chirina
(Biu-Biu), 2014, http://iset-pi.ge/images/Projects_of_APRC/Case_Study_Chirina.pdf.
14
Rodrik and Sabel visited Georgia in August 2016 to present their new industrial policy concept to the Georgian
government (at the highest level), the business community and academia. It would be fair to say that their ideas
have been well received, but there was very limited follow up.
13
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regulations, provision of key public inputs (e.g. land and infrastructure) and joint action (marketing
campaigns in target export destinations).

VERTICAL (DIS)INTEGRATION IN GEORGIAN AGRICULTURE
Low productivity and dismal business practices are a huge barrier for the integration of Georgia’s
smallholder farmers into modern value chains. Most Georgian food processing enterprises respond to this
challenge by engaging in agricultural production to supply own raw material needs. Full vertical
integration is rare, but partial vertical expansion is quite prevalent.
An excellent example of the latter is MARNEULI FOOD FACTORY (MFF)15. Built in 2007 on the foundation
of a defunct Soviet factory, MFF currently controls over 30% of the domestic market of canned and bottled
preserves. In parallel with the establishment of MFF, its parent holding company invested in agricultural
production in order to deal with insufficient and expensive supply of raw materials (mostly tomato,
cucumber, and greens). Today, MFF’s sister company Marneuli Agro (M-Agro) operates on about 1000 ha
in Gardabani, providing about 40% of MFF’s raw materials. The rest comes from a diverse network of
about 150 Georgian farmers that MFF has cultivated over time, including individual farmers with plots of
1-40 ha, and consolidators sourcing products from smallholders.
Unfortunately, MFF’s experience in trying to establish long-term supply contracts with farmers is not much
different from that reported by other Georgian food processors16. Common complaints of Georgian
processing companies are that i) Georgian farmers fail to produce according to the agreed upon technical
protocols and quality standards, and ii) renege on long-term supply contracts if presented with a shortterm gain opportunity. Another supply-related issue, which is likely to become more of a problem as EUstyle Sanitary and Phytosanitary (SPS) standards start being enforced in Georgia, is the lack of
documentation throughout the production cycle.
Importantly, the fragmented and uneven nature of the supply chain ultimately limits Georgian processors’
ability to fully utilize installed capacities. For example, MFF runs out of stock in the November-to-June low
season, maintaining a minimum level of operations by re-processing purees of apple, tomato, peach,
plum, and tkemali.
Even more importantly, problems with the supply chain can drive modern, export-oriented food
processing enterprises out of business and out of Georgia. HIPP-GEORGIA, a subsidiary of the major global
organic baby food group owned by the Hipp family, entered the Georgia’s apple processing market in
2006, in the wake of Russia’s embargo on Georgian agricultural produce17. In the short run, the presence

15

MFF’s discussion bellows is based on interviews with Irina Gaprindasvhili and Mikho Svimonishvili in Livny and
Appleby, ibid, http://iset-pi.ge/images/Projects_of_APRC/Case_Study_Marneuli_Food_Factory.pdf.
16
For example, FROZERA LTD, Georgia’s premier producer and exporter of frozen fruits and vegetables, started by
sourcing vegetables from farmers (bell pepper, spinach, broccoli and green beans). Problems with the quality,
quantity and consistency of raw material supply, prompted the company to start its own agricultural production in
2014 (on about 160ha). While remaining interested in additional supply of raw materials from Georgian farmers,
Frozera’s past experience with Georgian suppliers is very problematic. Attempts at building long-term supply
relationships with farmers in Marneuli by providing seeds, extension services, and financial support did not
produce the expected results and are currently on hold. (Interview with Givi Gachechiladze Director General at
FROZERA, March 2017.)
17
This section follows Appleby and Livny, ibid, and an interview with Archil Zhvania, Hipp-Georgia director.
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of a large population of internally displaced persons (IDP) in Georgia’s main apple growing areas
surrounding Gori, and the loss of Russia as a traditional export destination for fresh apples were perceived
as a business opportunity. With no access to alternative export markets and limited internal capacity to
absorb excess supply, farm gate prices for apple dropped to 10 tetri/kg for processing apples and around
60 tetri/kg for table apples. Given such a low cost of raw materials, no shortage of IDP labor, and free
access to the EU market under the GSP+ regime, investment in processing seemed to make perfect sense.
The plan was to i) source conventional industrial grade apple in the open market and ii) train and certify
1000 small organic apple suppliers in remote uplands. Because organic apple products have a higher
market value than conventional apple products, Hipp-Georgia could afford to pay for the expensive freight
from the uplands to their lowland factory in Agara, and still generate a profit. Processors of conventional
apple products would never consider sourcing from the upland areas due to high cartage costs, thus Hipp
had these catchment areas to itself, creating a market for small-scale apple producers where no market
existed before.
In the medium term, however, the company ran into supply chain issues. In the absence of lucrative export
opportunities, conventional apple growers lost the incentives (and the resources) to expand production,
replant old trees, and make more efficient use of existing capacities18. With the supply of industrial grade
conventional apple (essentially, a bi-product of table apple production) shrinking after 2007, Hipp found
itself unable to prevail in the competition for raw materials with smaller processors in the area. The latter
operated their tiny facilities while disregarding basic environmental norms (such as waste water
treatment) and, often, under the radar of the Georgian tax authorities. In 2014, despite its emotional
attachment to Georgia, the Hipp family decided to shut down the Agara plant and exit the Georgian
market.
Though not as critical, access to raw materials is also the major bottleneck for Georgia’s main mandarinprocessing plant owned and operated by the GEORGIAN INDUSTRIAL ASSET-MANAGEMENT (GIAM)
group in Kobuleti19. Having opened in August 2011 (also in response to the Russian embargo on Georgian
agricultural exports), the factory was designed to process mandarins into juice concentrate and puree,
and was subsequently upgraded to meet the rigorous requirements of Japanese clients who monitor the
entire production process, and test product samples20.
GIAM does not have any agricultural expertise or production capacity of its own and does not maintain
long-term relationship with its suppliers. Essentially, it operates as the last resort buyer for “sub-standard”
(industrial grade) mandarins which have been rejected by the export-oriented sorting and packaging
centers operating in the area. Given this narrow focus and expertise, the company has neither the
ambition nor the ability to offer extension services or otherwise affect upstream mandarin producers.
18

As reported in Appleby and Livny, ibid, “Most apples grown in the area were Soviet-era table apple varieties, and
modern orchards cultivating internationally accepted apple varieties were few and far between. Local producers,
in both lowland and upland areas, tended to be subsistence farmers with a handful of trees. The most common
pattern was five to six trees per family, with few producers having more than 100 trees. Moreover, apple trees
were generally quite aged (30-40 years old), and hence past their productive prime. Infectious diseases in such
aged trees have generally been untreated, further reducing production levels. To add insult to injury, at the going
level of prices for conventional apples, few orchardists could afford investing in modern pumps, filters and drip
systems. Uprooting old trees and replanting orchards was also not an option for the majority.”
19
Based on interview with GIAM’s production manager Merab Ardzenadze.
20
Interestingly, Japanese buyers disregard formal SPS, HASP certificates, preferring to conduct own tests.
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Most of GIAM’s produce, about 700-800 ton/year of juice concentrate and puree is exported to Japan
(about 50%), Holland, and Israel, yet the company operates well under full capacity. In fact, the factory
only operates two months/year, in December and January, remaining idle outside this period for lack of
raw material. In addition to the processing line, GIAM has installed a line to sort, calibrate and package
export-grade mandarins, however, the management decided against utilizing this capacity, concentrating
on the company’s core processing function.
As a result of dwindling harvests and increased competition for raw materials following the re-opening of
the Russian market in summer 201321, GIAM sees less and less of its capacity utilized. The management
assesses full processing capacity at 18-20,000 ton (about 20% of Georgia’s total annual mandarin
production) of which only 12,000 ton were utilized in the 2016/17 season. A part of the problem,
according to GIAM’s Merab Ardzenidze and Adjara’s Ministry of Agriculture22, are extremely fragmented,
aging and poorly managed smallholder plantations (very similar to what is observed in the apple sector,
see above). Additionally, old mandarin plantations are being gradually displaced by other perennials, such
as kiwi and hazelnuts. Of course, this is a critical bottleneck for the entire citrus industry, dealing with
which would require a sustained and systematic effort at consolidation, replanting and retraining.
In many respects, the burgeoning hazelnut value chain is a mirror image of the mandarin sector. The land
area under hazelnuts, the number of farmers and industrial players, harvest and export volumes have all
been growing in recent years. Moreover, the bulk of Georgia’s hazelnut exports go to Europe, customsfree under the terms of GSP+ and DCFTA regimes. Finally, the sector has a strong international leader in
FERRERO’S AGRIGEORGIA, and is relatively well organized with the help of: professional associations
bringing together hazelnut growers (Georgian Hazelnut Growers Association, GHGA); businesses
(Hazelnuts Exporters and Processors Association, HEPA); key donors operating in the agricultural sector
(US Agency for International Development, Swiss Development Cooperation); and government.
Still, the farmer-processor/exporter nexus is also a concern for the sector. Hazelnuts, and nuts more
generally, can be stored for a fairly long period of time, allowing farmers to use them as a store of value.
Given that prices increase in the low season, hazelnut growers try to store as much of their produce for
as long as possible after harvest (second half of July – early August). By storing rather than immediately
selling their entire harvest, growers are able to appropriate a larger share of the value, which is perfectly
fine. The problem, however, is that a large part of the overall value is destroyed in the process due to
improper on-farm drying and storage conditions. This has a negative effect on the quality and consistency
of Georgian hazelnut exports, the price fetched by Georgian hazelnut sellers in the international market,
and Georgia’s reputation as an exporter of agricultural produce.
The alternative to on-farm drying and storage is industrial drying (reducing moisture content to very low
levels which improves storability and damage by rot, mold, etc.) and storage in properly equipped
facilities, which are available for rent from many industrial actors. Industrial storage may provide an
additional advantage of using the stock of hazelnuts as a collateral for value chain financing by
microfinance organizations (MFOs) or commercial banks. One such scheme has been piloted during the

21

Total mandarin exports stood at more than 27 thousand ton in 2016, with Russia accounting for more than 80%.
Interviews with Adjara’s Minister of Agriculture Lasha Kobakhidze, Deputy Minister of Agriculture Avto
Meskhidze, and head of the Citrus “Headquarters” Karlo Kekelidze.
22
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past two years by the Swiss-financed RAFAI project which partnered with CRYSTAL MFO and DARCHELI
HAZELNUT GROWERS COOPERATIVE to finance farmers’ working capital needs23.
Another important bottleneck for Georgia’s agricultural exports is excessive fragmentation in the
downstream segment of agricultural value chains. Adjara’s citrus sector is a good case in point. Export of
Adjara’s mandarins is handled by many small, poorly equipped and poorly managed sorting and packaging
centers (at least 32, according to Adjara’s Ministry of Agriculture). These centers compete for raw
materials among themselves and with four larger processing plants, including Kobuleti-based GIAM and
TCF. Yet, each one of them, with the possible exception of the Natanebi-based GEORGIAN SUBTROPICAL
FRUITS COMPANY (GSFC), are too small to afford the kind of specialized sorting, calibration and packaging
equipment that would allow placing Georgian mandarins in the premium segment – modern retail
networks –of the traditional CIS/Russian markets, let alone the EU market. Most commonly installed
sorting and calibration lines are not tailored for mandarins, physically damaging the fruit; mandarins are
typically packaged in low quality plastic, as opposed to cardboard boxes, which results in additional
damages and transportation losses. For now, practically all Georgian mandarins – including those
exported by the Natanebi-based GSFC – are sold in the so-called open air “cash markets”, where they
command very low prices relative to their Spanish or Moroccan siblings.
Another important constraint for the exports of Georgia’s fresh produce has to do with the excessively
rigid segregation of downstream companies into those processing agricultural produce into intermediate
inputs (such as juice concentrate, aroma and puree) and those specialized in the less demanding sortingcalibration-packaging function.
While rarely considered a bottleneck in a developed market environment, specialization does create a
rather unique challenge for Georgia’s agricultural exports because it gives rise to self-defeating
opportunistic behavior by Georgia’s immature exporting companies. Georgian mandarins are rarely
sorted on the farm24. Rather, they are aggregated by intermediaries who bring the entire harvest to export
companies, which perform crude sorting and calibration prior to loading the fruit on exporters’ trucks.
While most sub-standard fruit does get redirected to processors (losses of fruit do not exceed up to 10%
of total harvest, according to Karlo Kekelidze), some of it ends up in export consignments, damaging the
exporters’ (and Georgia’s) reputation with foreign buyers.
Of course, sloppy sorting and calibration can be partially blamed on outdated technology but the root
cause of the problem is the lack of incentives on the part of exporters to invest in rigorous sorting and
calibration equipment. In fact, when short on raw material, they may prefer not to throw away some of
the undersize or blemished fruit which they don’t have the capacity to process.
MYOPIC BEHAVIOR DOES NOT PAY OFF!25
The folly of myopic behavior by Georgian exporters is best illustrated by a snapshot of financial data
related to one export contract executed in 2016/17 by a leading sorting & packaging center in Adjara. The
total delivery of mandarins as part of this transaction included 498 tons, of which 59 tons (12%) were
deemed to be of sub-standard quality (the maximum allowed by the contract was 1%). The buyer refused

23

Interview with Tyler Green, RAFAI project director.
Operating on tiny plots, Adjara’s 22,000 mandarin farmers receive only 12-13 tetri per kg for industrial grade
fruit, which is far too low for them to have the incentives to sort their produce into export and industrial grade.
25
This example has also been included in Andrei Maximov (2017)
24
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to pay for these 59 tons, and, moreover, charged a fee for re-sorting the entire shipment. Thus, the final
price per delivered ton was 770 rather than 900 USD.
As our analysis shows, the Georgian company could have done much better by properly sorting and
delivering only 439 ton of export grade fruit to Moscow (saving 22 thousand USD in the costs of packaging,
logistics and Russian customs) and selling the remaining 59 ton of sub-standard mandarins to the Kobuleti
mandarin concentrate factory (GIAM) for 4,500 USD. Hence, by sticking to the letter of the contract, the
company would have saved its reputation and earned almost 40,000 USD of extra income.
Table 8: One mandarin export transaction in figures
INITIAL CONTRACT:
498 ton of export
grade mandarin are
delivered to Moscow at
$900/ton

ACTUAL OUTCOME:
the export consignment
includes 439 of export
grade mandarin and 59
tons of spoilage

POSSIBLE OUTCOME:
439 ton of export grade mandarin are
delivered to Moscow; 59 tons of substandard fruit are delivered to the
Kobuleti factory for further
processing

Tons

498

498

439

Price per ton, USD

900

770

900

Total sales, USD

448,200

383,460

395,100

Total cost, USD

292,122

292,122

269,423

Profit from the export
transaction, USD
Sales of sub-standard
fruit to Kobuleti, USD
Total profit

156,078

91,338

125,677

0

0

4,538

156,078

91,338

130,215

Source: own calculations based on the factual contracts of 2016/2017 season
The company in question has been working with one of the authors’ logistics company during the last
three seasons, beginning with an export contract for 30,000 tons in 2014/15 and ending with a contract
for 500 tons in the 2016/17 season. None of these contracts have been fully executed. No client returned
after one season because of problems with sorting and calibration.
*

*

*

Raw material supply is a bottleneck for the vast majority of Georgia’s leading agribusinesses. As discussed
above, some of them, particularly those with foreign investment and management, are sufficiently mature
to see the benefits of building long-term relationship with their partners and thus solidifying their supply
base. Several initiatives seeking to achieve this feat are being currently implemented with or without
donor support. Many more are being considered for implementation by leading private sector companies.
This tendency must be perceived as an opportunity to establish development-oriented Public Private
Partnerships (PPP) by the Georgian government and international donors. By virtue of occupying leading
positions in their respect subsectors, large buyers (processing companies, retail chains, and exporters)
can, indeed, bring about sustainable changes and modernization to Georgian smallholder agriculture:


Strengthen traditional value chains and create new ones;
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Set and enforce agricultural production standards (basic business conduct norms, such as
consistency, timeliness, reliability, as well as compliance with food safety and organic production
protocols, etc.);
Provide extension services and finance investment in equipment, seedlings, chemicals, etc.;
Work with the Georgian government to address logistical bottlenecks in access to export
markets).

SPECIFIC ISSUES
In this section, we dwell on a number of cross-cutting issues preventing Georgian agriculture from realizing
its full potential. These are: quality of public services and tax administration deficiencies; bottlenecks in
access to finance and labor, services and inputs, infrastructure and logistics; underdeveloped land market,
and, last but not least, the failure of Georgian farmers to establish functional agricultural cooperatives.

Quality of public services
Table 9: A review of government-provided services for the agricultural sector
Service
Weather
forecasting

Machinery
services
(Meqanizatori)

26

Description and key challenges
Georgian National Environmental Agency26 is a legal entity of public law under the
Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources. Meteorological services27 provided by
the agency are not free of charge: a 6-10-day forecast costs 30 GEL28. Furthermore, the
cost of getting a sector-specific 24-hour warning is 500 GEL. Another issue is that the
number of agro-meteorological stations is quite limited, reducing geographic coverage
and accuracy. Farmers and other stakeholders cannot obtain localized weather
forecasts since information is provided at the regional level. A recent NGO initiative,
Traktor29,plans to offer consultations, product-specific weather forecasts and agrocalendars(through web and a mobile application). It is yet to be seen whether this
initiative delivers on its promises and is sustained. Some of our interviews (Misha
Gogiashvili, Hans Gutbrot), suggest that instead of the government provided service,
Georgian farmers often rely on highly reputable international weather forecasts, such
as www.yr.no and www.meteoblue.com/ka.
Meqanizatori is a government-owned company set up in 2009/10 to provide farm
machinery services using a fleet of powerful modern tractors (almost 160), harvester
combines (more than 40) and hundreds of implements. The company’s equipment is
deployed through more than a dozen mechanization/extension service centers
throughout the country. Unfortunately, the company’s services are notoriously slow
and inefficient, particularly in high season. Complaints range from pure managerial
and technical incompetence in the provision of services, to oversized and poorly
maintained equipment, to corruption (one high profile corruption case was
prosecuted in early 2016). Accordingly to industry interviews, the company runs an
annual operating deficit of close to $20 million a year, before depreciation. Neglect
and abuse of equipment results in real depreciation being far more rapid than book

http://nea.gov.ge/en/about/about-us/2/
http://meteo.gov.ge/
28
http://nea.gov.ge/ge/service/hidrometeorologia/2/hidro-meteorologia
29
https://traktor.ge/
27
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value would suggest. Equipment abuse consists of driving at 40-50 km/hr for long
distances on public roads (instead of being hauled to remote locations on a trailer as
designed, or quietly moving short distances at 10-15 km/hour as is recommended
practice internationally); reckless use in the field due to poor training/monitoring;
lack of scheduled maintenance and basic upkeep such as inflating tyres, removing
pieces of wire from axles, changing oil, topping up hydraulic fluid, etc.; spare parts
taking up to 90 days for the contracted service agents (Tegeta and GT) to procure, so
damaged equipment remains in service long after it should have been pulled out of
the field. Informal dealings with clients are said to be the norm. Accordingly, farmers
making bookings the legitimate way, and paying their invoices in advance through the
bank, are missing out on service as Meqanizatori managers allocate equipment
preferentially to under-the-table clients, or drivers take ad-hoc engagements for cash
after equipment leaves the depot while legitimate customers stand around waiting.
Information
The formal establishment of the Information and Consultation Service (ICS) offices
and extension under the Georgian Ministry of Agriculture (MoA) took place in 2013. There are
services
currently 60 ICS centers (54 in 9 Georgian regions, and 6 in Adjara), staffed by 4-6
persons, mostly locals. ICS officesmain function as a regional representation,
information gathering and dissemination platform of the MoA. In particular, ICS
collectstatistical data concerning anticipated harvest volumes, prices, areas under
various crops, number oflivestock, etc. ICS offices hold numerous informational
brochures, but their staff is not necessarily qualified to answer professional questions
or deliver extension services. Determined by the MoA, ICS’ operational budget mainly
covers staff salaries, internet costs and office supplies. There is no specific budget
allocation to develop extension materials or training.
Agronomical
Scientific-Research Center of Agriculture and Agricultural Cooperative Development
R&D, soil
Agency (ACDA) are legal entities of public law under the MoA. Like most government
testing, and
agencies, the main drawback of their institutional setup is a lack of accountability to its
training
(potential) clients – farmers and agribusinesses. Thus, the (free) trainings provided by
the Center are often conducted without a proper needs assessment, on topics these
agencies deem important. Funding under a state subsidy program (e.g. Plant the
Future), is predicated on a comprehensive soil test conducted by the SRCA. According
our interviews30, the procedure of arranging for a soil test could be greatly streamlined.
Clients are expected to pay several visits to the research center: to register and pay for
the analysis (375 GEL per test) – several attempts may be required given that the staff
administrating this process are not always present at the center; pick up and return the
soil expert (have to be driven to the land plot by the client). The process seems to carry
considerable corruption risks given the high level of bureaucratic discretion involved.
At the same, our interviews with large foreign-invested agribusinesses suggest that
there is very little trust in the professionalism of government-provided soil testing
services. The vast majority prefer to independently take soil samples and ship them
overseas.
Soil maps
Georgian soil maps are available online at World Map and Soil Grids31 (here one can
search particular regions and get detailed information on soil). Old soil maps (dating
back to the USSR) are also available, though not always in very high resolution.
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Interview with Phatima Mamardashvili
http://worldmap.harvard.edu/data/geonode:DSMW_RdY, https://www.soilgrids.org
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Recommendations:
It appears that the various service agencies set up by the Georgian government in recent years are in
urgent need of professional upgrading and consolidation. Despite technical assistance by the Food and
Agriculture Agency, UNDP, and the EU, all relevant agencies lack the professional capacity to deliver high
quality services. In addition, some of these services (soil testing, mechanization) carry significant
corruption risks. Therefore, the policy dilemma for the Georgian government is whether to continue to
invest in the capacity of its agencies to deliver services, such as extension, soil testing, and machinery, or,
alternatively, outsource at least some of these services to private sector actors, subject to appropriate
regulation and targeted government subsidies/loan guarantees. A rigorous cost-benefit analysis of the
two options should be conducted in each particular case.




As far as mechanization services are concerned, we concur with Appleby and Livny (2014) that it
may be desirable “to privatize state-owned Meqanizatori LTD, which cannot satisfy its customers
in terms of timeliness or quality of work, does not cover its costs, and crowds out private farm
service centers from the marketplace.” In parallel, government subsidies could be provided in a
targeted manner to partially offset the cost of privately provided mechanization services for small
and medium size farming enterprises. Additionally, given that large-scale farm machinery is not
cost-effective to use on smallholders' plots of 1-2 Ha, the government may consider some soft
loan programs for smallholders to acquire 2-wheeled tractors and relevant attachments, such as
are used in most developing countries, rather than relying on sophisticated equipment designed
for 1000 Ha broadacre estates.”
Similarly, instead of investing in ineffective extension centers, the government (and donors) may
want to partner with large industrial players (producers and buyers of primary agricultural
products) on training and extension measures targeting young farmers operating in their supply
chains. Such an approach is being successfully piloted in a number of value chains, such as
hazelnuts (through a partnership between Ferrero’s AgriGeorgia and USAID), and potato (Frixx, a
potato chips producer, and Swiss Development Cooperation). As argued by Appleby and Livny
(2014), “in many cases, commercial enterprises will have in-house training capacities and
personnel with experience in both commercial and smallholder systems. Modest funding of
training, with some additional local or foreign experts supplementing the efforts of the private
sector professionals, may achieve very good results for the donors (in meeting their development
objectives), for corporations (in improving community relations and developing raw material
supply base), and for smallholder beneficiaries (in improving productivity and livelihoods on their
farms).”

Tax administration32
One of the more challenging areas for Georgian tax administration concerns the rules for the tax
treatment of natural and production losses. The current system requires verification of every single
production loss by the tax authorities. In an attempt to regulate the issue, an Intergovernmental
Commission was established in 2009 to coordinate activities with relevant ministries to define allowable
32

The analysis in this subsection is based on a series of consultations organized by the ISET Policy Institute with
leading food processing enterprises and the Georgian Ministry of Economic and Sustainable Development. See
Appendix 2 for a detailed summary.
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norms or thresholds of losses for different industries/sectors. The commission drafted and approved the
norms for natural losses in the oil, oil products and wheat sectors. A few other standards have been
adopted at a later time, e.g. for hazelnuts.
The existing tax administration system is particularly excruciating for the food processing industry. Since
losses in the food processing chain are mostly bio-losses that are difficult to store and create sanitary
risks, the large food processing companies have to call tax inspectors several times a day to have them
verify production losses.
Every inspection costs 50GEL. In complex cases, companies are asked to engage “additional expertise”
(an audit), which comes at a much more significant cost (40,000GEL/year in case of Marneuli Food
Factory, a large cannery). Yet, business are concerned not only with the financial cost of inspections. In
the absence of trust, the burden of documenting and proving losses often exceeds the financial benefit
of writing them off. Stored potatoes lose about 15% of their weight in storage, yet Frixx, a Georgian
potato chips producers, prefers not to write these losses off in order not face the burden of proof, avoid
the risk of tax audits, prosecution, and (in worst case scenario) expropriation.
Recommendations:
There are two possible ways forward.


Centrally define product-specific standards for each stage in every production process (as has
been attempted in the case of oil, oil products, wheat and hazelnuts). This approach is applicable
for a limited range of products, such as drying and deshelling hazelnuts. Yet, it is hardly a solution
for the food industry as a whole given the large number of products involved, complex and multistage production processes, and differences in technology and equipment used for similar
processes across companies.



To allow companies to voluntarily define their own internal standards for each production
process, and have these standards periodically reviewed and approved by the tax authorities.
Such a legal setup would greatly reduce the burden of documenting losses for the companies
involved, while also reducing the cost of tax administration. Rough calculations suggest that this
approach may result in short-term tax revenue losses of about 0.5% of total turnover (companies
that have been reluctant to write off inventory losses may be encouraged to do so). In the medium
term, however, such losses can be more than compensated for through increased investment and
output growth.

Access to finance
Georgia’s agricultural sector is the target of massive financial and technical assistance programs financed
by USAID, EU, Swiss, Austrian, German, and (most recently) French development cooperation agencies.
Additionally, Georgian farmers and agribusinesses are offered generous subsidies through government
programs such as “Plant in Georgia” and “Produce in Georgia” which help offset investment costs. And,
yet, farmers continue to be strained as far their capital expenditure and working capital needs are
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concerned, regularly reporting that access to finance is a key bottleneck for the development of Georgian
agriculture33, as shown in Figure 4. A paradox?
Figure 4: Key issues for small and medium-sized farming enterprises, annual survey of ENPARDsupported cooperatives (scaled scores)
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There are three key aspects to this issue:
First, Georgia’s farming SMEs are simply not ready for engagement with commercial banking. The
management capacity within Georgia’s farming SMEs is extremely limited. There is very little ability to
generate promising project ideas (innovative, feasible) and, furthermore, put them on paper in the form
of a business plan for review by the banking sector. It is quite telling in this regard that many grant and
business proposals submitted for consideration by ENPARD consortia appear to be the result of copypasting by consulting companies specialized in such proposal writing34.
Second, while there is no lack of interest on the part of Georgia’s financial sector operators to enter the
agricultural market, local banks and insurance companies have very limited knowledge of agriculture and
are not able to properly judge the merits of submitted business projects. Thus, in the absence reliable
historical data, insurance products available in the Georgian market are priced at a level that the vast
majority of Georgian farmers cannot afford35. Similarly, agricultural lending, while being actively
promoted by the EBRD and international donors, is constrained by a lack of capacity on the part of
Georgian commercial banks to correctly assess the value of agricultural assets. When in doubt, banks pose
relatively high collateral requirements and are very conservative in evaluating agricultural assets for
collateralization purposes36.
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See, for example, ENPARD’s 2016 survey of agricultural cooperatives presented by Rati Kochlamazashvili at
ENPARD’s Access to Finance conference.
34
Interview with Irakli (Rati) Kochlamazashvili, ENPARD’s evaluation coordinator.
35
A heavily subsidized insurance pilot, implemented by the Georgian government in 2014 could not be sustained
the moment the level of government subsidy went down from 94% to 55% of insurance premiums, on average.
See Regulatory Impact Assessment on Crop Insurance Reform in Georgia by ISET Policy Institute (December 2015).
36
For example, Nergeta’s modern kiwifruit plantation in Western Georgia has been assessed at the price of land,
ignoring the value of kiwi trees and other assets.
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Third, Georgia’s agricultural sector is subject to very high commercial risks. Producers of mass export
commodities, such as hazelnuts, are subject to global commodity price fluctuations. Farmers producing
for the local market (vegetables, greens, grapes, dairy, meat), typically don’t have long-term supply
contracts and are often forced to sell into the glut. There is no national system in place to plan production
volumes (e.g. through a quota system) in order to ensure price stability. Furthermore, these commercial
risks are exacerbated by poor protection against hail, cold and draught.
Recommendations:
Given its complex nature, the access to finance bottleneck can only be addressed in a systemic manner.








First, as far as transition farmers are concerned, the ongoing practice of direct subsidization of
commercial credit to the agricultural sector may be complemented by a targeted program seeking
to leverage subsidies of credit guarantees in order to help form long-term linkages between
farmers and buyers of agricultural products (retail networks, exporters, and processors). If
supported, the latter may be well placed to secure a credit line with Georgian commercial banks
to serve not only their own funding needs and but also those of their supply chain partners. Large
processors, such as MARNEULI FOOD FACTORY (see above), already engage their suppliers in
tolling schemes (providing cash, inputs and technical assistance with cultivation, post-harvest
treatment, packaging and transportation in exchange for product supply). Donors and
government could consider initiating PPPs to replicate and scale up such win-win arrangements.
In particular, government guarantees (instead of subsidies) could be used to reduce the risk of
lending to exporters operating under long-term supply contract.
Second, the government should consider a broad range of measures to reduce agricultural risks
to commercially acceptable levels. In particular, further investment in e.g. early warning and
prevention systems (improvement of irrigation, anti-hail systems, spraying and vaccination) could
reduce the risk of weather events and deceases wreaking havoc on farmers. Improved planning
could reduce the risk of oversupplying the (limited) domestic market.
Third, the government should continue with insurance pilots as a means of accumulating relevant
data and building professional capacities within the financial sector. This would help reduce the
information asymmetries between bankers and insurers, on the one hand, and Georgian farmers,
on the other, and in this way reduce the financial sector’s perception of risks inherent in
agricultural lending.
Finally, there may be scope for further experimentation with alternative ways to attract and
secure loans to the agricultural sector. One such scheme, involving the use of hazelnuts stocks
(properly stored) as a collateral for value chain financing by microfinance organizations (MFOs),
has been piloted during the past two years by the Swiss-financed RAFAI project which partnered
with CRYSTAL MFO and DARCHELI HAZELNUT GROWERS COOPERATIVE37to finance farmers’
working capital needs.

Quality of services, labor, infrastructure and logistics bottlenecks
It is very interesting to confront the results of the ENPARD cooperative survey, which reflects the needs
of farming SMEs, with an analysis of medium size and large agribusinesses and food processing companies
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This pilot is further discussed in the “Building Linkages” section of this report.
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conducted by Simon Appleby and Eric Livny in fall 201438. The latter study covered eight foreign-invested
enterprises, focusing, among other things, on their strategies in dealing with any existing shortcomings in
the business enabling environment (see Figure 5 below). To graphically illustrate the severity of various
external constraints (e.g. availability of farmland, labor cost and quality, taxation, etc.), the authors used
each of the eight cases to rank nine key external factors on a 0-1-2 scale: not an issue; moderately
problematic; a binding constraint. The values associated with each factor for each enterprise in the sample
have been added up. Thus, each factor can take a value running from 0 (not an issue) to 16 (binding).
Figure 5: Georgian business enabling environment from the point of view of modern agricultural and
food processing companies
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Interestingly, the concerns of larger businesses, particularly those employing expensive modern
technologies, are very different from those of farming SMEs. Key issues are the range and quality of
services available in the local market, poor labor qualifications (and ethics), and quality of infrastructure
(including quality and stability of electricity supply).
Labor shortages – at all levels – are perhaps the weakest point of Georgia’s modern agricultural sector.
At the senior management level and in jobs requiring specialized engineering and agronomic expertise,
most companies have only two choices: to employ extremely expensive expatriate staff and/or nurture
young talent within the company. Marneuli Food Factory, to take one example, has never employed
foreign expertise on a full-time basis, however it engaged western technologists and agronomists in
setting up its production processes and training its staff. As discussed in Appleby and Livny (2014), MFF’s
attempts to hire experienced managers outside the company have not been successful in the absence of
38

Simon Appleby, Eric Livny, “Competitiveness of Georgian Agriculture: Case Studies of Foreign Direct Investment”,
commissioned by USAID/Deloitte/Economic Prosperity Initiative, September 2014.
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a strong food processing cluster in Georgia from which to draw qualified personnel. Having learned on
their jobs, all company leaders admit to having made costly mistakes, which they see as a price to be
paid in order to learn and become professionals in their respective fields.
While Georgia is seemingly abundant in unqualified labor, Georgian companies are becoming
increasingly strained when it comes to hiring workers for their seasonal operations due to welfare policy
innovations dating back to 2013. The issue is that many rural households receive monthly income
support payments from the Georgian Social Service Agency (SSA), and formal employment of a single
household member, even if seasonal, may jeopardize SSA payments to all the individual claimants in the
household for up to a year. Given this state of affairs, companies seeking to employ seasonal workers in
accordance with the Georgian law are placed at a significant disadvantage to those who flout the law.
According to Appleby and Livny (2014), the quality and range of available inputs and services is such that
“most of foreign-invested enterprises in Georgian agribusiness sector operate subject to the ‘Desert Island
Syndrome’: if you don't bring it with you, you do without. The acute shortage of reliable farm machinery
operators, post-harvest treatment contractors, cold stores and grain stores, and specialist food industry
logistics is compelling foreign investors to spend considerably more on on-farm infrastructure and
specialized machinery than would be the case in more developed jurisdictions. The goal in most cases is
to achieve self-sufficiency in farm machinery, post-harvest management equipment and product storage.
Scarcity of these elements makes access unreliable and adds substantially to operational risk.
The high capital cost per hectare resulting from this ‘Desert Island Syndrome’ means that enterprises must
have sufficient scale to make their investment prudent. Achieving economies of scale is particularly
important in sectors that are subject to competition with large, vertically-integrated producers in Turkey
and elsewhere, who are often supported by explicit and implicit government subsidies. This, for instance,
has been the logic behind CHIRINA’s fully integrated chicken meat operation. While not subject to similar
competitive pressures, FERRERO’S AGRIGEORGIA investment in agricultural machinery and service
center, backup generators and UPS systems served the same goal of achieving self-sufficiency.”
Transportation and logistics are not a major constraint for businesses focusing on import substitution
(meat, dairy, greenhouse production of vegetables). It is somewhat of an issue for exports to the EU when
it comes to perishable products, such as kiwi, due to a dearth of reliable providers. However, Georgia is
relatively well connected to the EU markets by road (through Turkey) and ferries calling several ports on
the Black Sea, which also provide the possibility of transshipment to destinations in North America, Europe
and Asia. Georgian hazelnut exports are a clear beneficiary of the country’s location.
Access to sea transportation may be somewhat strained in high season due to congestion (Georgian
exporters compete with Armenian freight forwarding companies, resulting in very high prices). Another
issue is stormy weather episodes, such as in November-December 2016, which can cause significant
delays and spoilage of fresh produce (the entire experimental shipment of Georgian mandarins to Poland
was reportedly lost in 2016 due to a storm on the Black Sea39).
Transportation bottlenecks are an existential threat for Georgian exports over the Georgian Military
Highway, which has become Georgia’s (and Armenia’s) main access point to the vast Eurasian market
following the 2008 Russo-Georgian war. Frequent delays on the Military Georgian Highway – caused by
icy road conditions, avalanches or landslides – can completely paralyze Georgian exports and are
39

Interview with Lasha Komakhidze, Adjara’s Minister of Agriculture
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detrimental for exports of fresh produce, such as mandarins, peaches, greens and vegetables. Exports of
non-perishables (such as wine, lemonades, and mineral water) are also vulnerable to traffic delays,
particularly in December when all CIS markets are in a pre-holiday season frenzy40.
The situation with perishable, temperature-sensitive exports over Larsi is further exacerbated by the low
quality of reefer trucks and trailers involved in the operation. Competition among a large number of small
transportation companies has driven profit margins to very low levels, preventing any one of them from
renewing their fleet. Most vehicles traveling on the Military Georgian Highway are not equipped with GPSenabled sensors allowing cargo owners to control and monitor temperature parameters in real time. It
goes without saying that temperature failures are frequent under these conditions, particularly when
trucks are delayed for days and weeks on the side of the Georgian Military Highway, with no supply of
diesel fuel and no technical (or moral) support.
IS TRANSPORTATION MONOPOLY A SOLUTION?
While both Georgia and Armenia are hostages of the Georgian Military Highway, land-locked Armenia
seems to have found a way to secure its agricultural exports by creating a vertically integrated freightforwarding giant, Spayka (https://www.spayka.am/en/home.html). Apparently controlled by a former
Armenian president, Robert Kocharian, Spayka boasts 230 new refrigerator trucks (€150K each) that carry
almost the entire volume of Armenian exports to Russia. Having obtained supply contracts with Russia’s
retail networks, Spayka was able invest not only in modern reefer trailers but also in own greenhouse
production of vegetables, a cannery, cheese and vodka factories, as well as production of cardboard
packaging and wooden crates.
Furthermore, our interviews with Armenian stakeholders suggest that Spayka is currently able to exploit
Armenia’s membership in the Eurasian Economic Union in order to aggregate and export Georgian(!)
mandarins and other products to Russia. Accordingly, Georgian products are collected by Spayka trucks,
custom cleared and inspected for phytosanitary fitness right at the Georgian-Armenian border in
Bagratasheni, and then taken to Russia with no addition customs procedures required in Larsi, saving time
and money41.
Recommendations:
Quality of services, labor, and infrastructure/utilities bottlenecks are the main concern of large, often
foreign-invested farming and food processing enterprises. These are the enterprises that have the
potential of taking Georgian agriculture to the next level through land consolidation, value chain
integration, deeper processing, export innovation and import substitution (where it makes sense, such as

40According

to Georgian government sources, the closure of Larsi implies about 1 mln GEL/day (or about
$400,000) in damages for Georgian and Armenian exporters (see, for example, Georgian Road
Department May 18, 2017 interview with Georgia Today). In 2016, the Military Georgian Highway was
blocked on November 30, 15 days after the beginning of the citrus season, and remained closed until 19
December, leading to unprecedented accumulation of cargo trucks on both sides of the border. A
significant share of Georgia’s agricultural exports missed the New Year party as a result.
41
Interviews with Areg Barseghyan (Senior Portfolio Management Officer, Asian Development Bank,
Yerevan), Suren Karayan (Minister of Economic Development and Investment, Armenia), Makar
Arakelyan (Freight Forwarders Association of Armenia).
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in fresh dairy, meat and poultry segments of the market). Addressing these bottlenecks should certainly
be one of the highest policy priorities in the agricultural sector.






As discussed above, addressing existing bottlenecks in the provision of agricultural inputs, labor,
and services may require a coordination effort on the part of the Georgian government and
donors, on the one hand, and leading agriculture and food processing companies, on the other.
The specific approach might take the form of Public Private Partnerships (PPP) engaging
technological leaders in addressing sectoral skill deficits (by establishing model farms, providing
private extension, and even vocational training). PPPs could also be established to promote
vertical integration within value chains by getting leading corporate actors involved in the creation
and nurturing of sustainable farmer groups as their supply partners. The role of government in
this case may be to invest in missing pieces of infrastructure and/or public services (e.g. labs, R&D
facilities, or a system to certify organic producers). If liquidity is identified as a constraint, the
government could provide loan guarantees to secure long-term value chain financing subject to
long-term (export) supply contracts. For more detail see SECTION C. BUILDING (PRODUCTIVE)
ALLIANCES IN GEORGIAN HAZELNUTS, MANDARINS AND PEACH/STONE FRUIT VALUE CHAINS.
The specific issue of Georgian welfare policies creating disincentive for seasonal employment in
agriculture (and tourism) should be urgently addressed. The Social Service Agency’s (SSA) rules to
decide on the eligibility of beneficiaries should be revised taking into account the need to
encourage, not discourage seasonal work. At present, SSA policies have already had the effect of
raising potential workers’ reservation wage for formal seasonal employment by businesses such
as MFF. Until this situation is rectified, Georgia’s labor-intensive agroindustry will have a hard time
competing against producers in Turkey, Brazil and Asia.
Transportation. Georgia has most recently embarked on the construction of a 2km tunnel under
the most dangerous section of Georgian Military Highway at the crossing of the Dariali and
Devdorak gorges, which is said to be completed within 12 months. This is a most welcome
development. In parallel, there is every economic reason to reopen the rail and road transport
corridors via Abkhazia and South Ossetia, subject to Georgian-Russian WTO agreement from
2011. If this agreement is implemented, the two countries will use the services of a private Swiss
company to perform customs checking at the official Russian-Georgian border (de facto
Abkhazia’s South Ossetia’s border with Russia) and the unofficial Georgian-Abkhazian and
Georgian-South Ossetian borders. While signed, the agreement has not implemented due to a
lack of sufficient political will on both sides of the divide despite intensive lobbying by Georgian,
Armenian and Russian businesses.

Access to agricultural land
It is a commonplace observation that Georgia’s land ownership structure is extremely fragmented.
Indeed, land privatization of the early 1990s resulted in most farmers receiving roughly equal plots of
about 1-1.2ha, very often in the shape of a long rectangular in the middle of what once used to be a large
kolkhoz or sovkhoz field or plantation. With no road access, not properly marked or fenced, and lacking
in the most basic infrastructure, many such rectangles are not suitable for independent farming activities.
At best, they are used for pasture or rented out to neighbors. At worst, they are not cultivated at all.
Regional variation in land consolidation processes. What is sometimes lost on observers is the degree of
variation in land ownership patterns and types of agriculture across Georgia’s regions. Over time, due to
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major historical differences, different land privatization arrangements, and different land uses, some
Georgian regions went through a process of fairly rapid land consolidation while others remain extremely
fragmented.
Table 10. Agricultural land operated by holdings, by regions
Region
Kakheti
Samtskhe-Javakheti
Kvemo Kartli
Shida Kartli
Samegrelo-Zemo Svaneti
Guria
Mtskheta-Mtianeti
Imereti
Adjara
Ratcha-Lechkhumi and Kvemo Svaneti

Agricultural land
(1000 ha)
315,500
76,100
122,300
65,400
66,700
26,900
20,800
65,700
19,700
5,800

Number of holdings
operating agricultural land
88,800
34,500
67,500
61,300
76,400
33,500
29,900
111,200
43,900
13,500

Average area
(Ha)
3.6
2.2
1.8
1.1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.4
0.4

Source: Geostat, Agriculture Census 2014
The problem of land fragmentation is particularly acute in Adjara’s citrus sector. Remaining de-facto
independent from Tbilisi until 2004, Adjara did not privatize collective farms, leaving peasants with tiny
gardens averaging 0.3ha. Persisting over time, land fragmentation is reported to be a major barrier for
further development (or, rather, resuscitation) of Adjara’s once thriving mandarin sector42.
While quite fragmented (averaging about 0.9ha per farming household), land ownership in Samegrelo,
the epicenter of Georgia’s hazelnut production, does not appear to be as much of a hurdle. Local villages
are spread out, with each house sitting in the middle of a privately held plot – not exactly ideal from the
land consolidation point of view but very convenient for farming purposes. With ample rainfall, soft
climate, and specialization in crops that are not particularly scale-sensitive, Samegrelo may be considered
a smallholder paradise. Very importantly, Samegrelo is characterized by the lowest income inequality
across all Georgian regions, among both urban and rural households.
A diametrical situation is observed in Kakheti, Georgia’s main wine producing region and historically the
buffer (“Sakartvelospari”) against Persia and other Moslem invaders. To provide themselves with some
degree of protection against the enemy, Kakhetian villagers huddled together and formed very dense
settlements surrounded by agricultural land on the outside. Demand for protection was also a cause in
strengthening and sustaining the rule of local lords (tavadi) whose lands the villagers were working for
much of the region’s history. The fact that Kakhetian lands remained consolidated under the lords’ control
made them an easy target for expropriation by the Bolsheviks who turned Kakhetian villages into
collective sovkhoz farms.
The sovkhoz farms were destroyed and looted in the early 1990s while the lands they occupied were
divided among their individual members. However, the availability of large contiguous parcels
uninterrupted by settlements quickly made Kakheti an attractive target for investors, local and domestic.
As a result, with 3.6ha per agricultural holding, Kakheti is currently the leader in land consolidation. While
42

Interview with Lasha Kobakhidze, Adjara’s Minister of Agriculture. According to Adjara’s Ministry of Agriculture,
about 11,000 Adjarian farmers grow citrus (mostly mandarins) on about 5,000ha of which only 3,400-3,500ha are
actively cultivated. Thus, the vast majority of land plots under mandarins is in the range of 0.25-0.4ha.
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more than a half of Kakhetian households own plots smaller than 0.2ha, many successful farmers were
able acquire or rent additional land beyond the originally allotted 1.2ha; some farms are really large by
Georgian standards43.
Foreign ownership of agricultural land. Foreign and domestic investors are attracted by Georgia’s (still)
low land prices, location and climate conditions, on the one hand, and government support policies, on
the other hand. A key issue for investors is access to agricultural land, particularly large contiguous parcels
served by road, water, gas and electricity infrastructure. Access to land is complicated by incomplete
electronic cadastral records, (sometimes) contested land property rights, and problematic relations with
local communities (in case large parcels of state-owned pasture land are repurposed and sold to investors,
thus reducing the amount of pasture traditionally available to locals44). Until recently, agricultural land
could be acquired by foreigners subject to approval by a designated government commission.
The arrival of foreign farmers was actively encouraged45 by the Saakashvili administration in 2010-12 as a
means of importing expertise and facilitate the process of land consolidation. The latter aspect of
Saakashvili’s policy assumed that Georgian subsistence farmers would be happy sell their land in a market
heated by land-hungry foreigners. As discussed in Eric Livny’s “A Georgian Man without Land Is
Nobody?”46, this policy has backfired:
“South African Boers, as well as Egyptian, Panjabi and Iranian investors responded to [Saakashvili’s]
invitation. The government quickly repurposed and sold some of the state-owned pasture land to foreign
farmers. Additional land could be acquired in the secondary market through Georgian intermediaries who
jumped on the opportunity to offer their services.
Yet, this strategy backfired the moment foreigners began fencing and cultivating former pasture lands on
which locals depended for their livelihoods. Instead of selling and leaving for the cities, Georgian villagers
started invading fenced properties. What followed was a series of ugly incidents and clashes with the new
land owners and police. By October 2012, Georgia had a new government. By June 2013, this tumultuous
chapter in Georgia’s agricultural policy was closed by the infamous moratorium restricting foreigners’
access to agricultural land.”

A new constitutional amendment currently (June 2017) discussed in the Georgian parliament, will ban the
sale of agricultural land to “foreigners, foreign legal entities and legal entities registered by foreigners in
Georgia”47. An organic law, also currently in the works, may create a ‘hatch’ of opportunity for foreigners
who are permanent residents or hold investment residence permits. According to the latest draft48,
potential investors would be requested to submit an investment plan to be reviewed by the Ministry of
Agriculture (MoA) and the relevant Georgian municipalities, based on criteria such as:


Use of modern science and technology, the potential for technological spillovers;

43

An important point to note is that land consolidation has not brought about any visible efficiency gains
at the macro level. Despite government efforts to artificially prop up grape prices in certain years, Kakheti
remains one of Georgia’s poorest regions.
44

See Eric Livny, “Moratorium on foreigners’ access to Georgian agricultural land: xenophobia, myopia, or what?”
(in ISET Economist Blog, September 2013).
45
The Afrikaaners were even granted Georgian passports upon landing in Tbilisi
46
http://iset-pi.ge/index.php/en/iset-economist-blog-2/entry/a-georgian-man-without-land-is-nobody
47
Phatima Mamardasvhili, Agricultural Land Ownership in Georgia, a report prepared for the German Economic
Team, Georgia, August 2017.
48

http://www.migration.commission.ge/files/matsne-2281442_2.pdf
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Development of new products (e.g. organic) and willingness to arrange for demonstration plots
and otherwise build the capacity of Georgian farmers;
Financial viability of the proposed business plan;
Term of investment not less than five years;
Land plots not less than 5ha and not exceeding 100ha in size, outside a 10km band around the
Georgian state border.

A positive recommendation by the MoA would require a final approval by the Government of Georgia.
Whatever the merits of the above provisions, it is clear that their purpose is to prevent the arrival of land
hungry foreign ‘invaders’ who might have been able to ‘bribe’ smallholders into selling their land. What
other means are then available to the Georgian government in order jump-start a vibrant land market and
consolidate agricultural lands into commercially viable holdings?
Recommendations:
A key aspect of government policy should be to strengthen the push and pull factors for Georgian
subsistence farmers to sell their plots and move to other, more productive occupations.
For the moment, the cost of holding on to one’s agricultural land – a key push factor – is very low.
Agricultural land is not taxed. Irrigation infrastructure, while in need of massive investment, is provided
almost free of charge (water consumption is not metered; moreover, peasants are often able to steel
water from open canals; and even when they do contract the Georgian Amelioration company, the fees
they pay for irrigation services are very low).
The pull factors are also very weak. Georgian cities offer very few decent job opportunities and, thus, are
not an attractive option for most farmers. On the other hand, land prices are not high enough to provide
rural youth with sufficient capital to move and start their own business.
From this follows that strong measures to increase the commercial value of agricultural land and
simultaneously lower the benefits of staying in subsistence agriculture are likely to result in market-driven
self-selection into more professional, commercial family farming and urban migration: young farmers with
a verve will use the opportunity to transition to higher productivity crops and/or cultivation methods;
others may find it beneficial to sell their farms (which will now have a higher commercial value) and move
to other occupations and places.





To increase the value of agricultural land, the government should continue investing in relevant
infrastructure (access roads, amelioration and irrigation services).
A reform of irrigation tariffs may be an effective means of gradually weaning farmers off
agricultural subsidies. Land served by modern irrigation infrastructure should be more expensive
to hold whether farmers make use of this infrastructure or not. Theft of water from open canals
should be prevented and punished.
Finally, to prepare the young generation49 of Georgian villagers for non-agricultural employment,
the government should invest – already today – in education systems serving rural youth and help
with professional retooling and housing for those deciding to sell their land and move.

49

According to a comment by Stephan von Cramon Taubadel, “Experience all over the world shows that
in the absence of very strong pull factors (China is perhaps an example), generational change is when
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Two additional aspects of Georgia’s land policies are discussed in Appleby and Livny (2014).




The first issue they note is that many rural families have not received their full entitlement of land
or failed to go through a formal registration process. This is a powder keg that can and does blow
up when aggrieved smallholders are confronted with a new investor attempting to access their
land. Thus, it is important that the ongoing World Bank-supported land registration pilot is
conducted in a manner leading to a better understanding of the incentives for farmers to register
their plots (registration costs, legal disputes and tax implication are among key parameters) and
how to roll out an efficient land registration process throughout the country.
Second, the government may want to introduce an efficient, inclusive and transparent approvals
system for any repurposing and privatization of pasture and arable land over a certain threshold
(say, 20 Ha). To reiterate, the challenge is to make sure community needs are considered in the
process of land repurposing and privatization, whether to foreign or domestic investors. For that,
the approval system should consider i) impacts upon the environment, ii) impacts upon lowincome citizens making informal use of the land assets, and iii) the revenue, employment,
subcontracting and technology transfer implications of the proposed investment. Finally, the
system should be inclusive of the affected communities and local government!

Farmer cooperation
Farmer cooperation is an obvious ‘low hanging fruit’ when it comes to improving agricultural productivity
and linking farmers to markets. By putting their minds and resources together farmers could undertake
joint investment in infrastructure (irrigation, cold storage, drying) and – even more critically – consolidate,
jointly process and brand their products. Cooperation appears to be the most promising way to place
Georgian niche products on international markets while preserving the country’s unique way of life and
social fabric. Learning from the experience of grassroots initiatives seeking to link businesses and other
long-term development partners to budding farmer co-ops, scaling up and replicating them in other value
chains is, indeed, one of the greatest opportunities for Georgian family farming in the 21st century.
Yet, in Georgia, like in most other Eastern European economies, the very concept of farmer cooperation
has been discredited by many years of forceful Soviet collectivization. And, unfortunately, most Georgians
continue to associate farmer cooperation with Soviet-style joint ownership of land and joint agricultural
production, as opposed to joint processing, branding and marketing (the predominant Western European
model of farmer cooperation).
This misconception was a key reason for the Georgian government’s failure to ignite a genuine farmer
cooperation movement, despite its best intentions and the European Union’s generous support. EU’s
European Neighborhood Program for Agricultural and Rural Development (ENPARD) has been fostering
agricultural cooperatives since 2014 by building the capacity of the newly established Agricultural
Cooperative Development Agency (ACDA), and engaging four NGO coalitions in the provision of grants
and (limited) technical assistance to new farmer organizations50.

decisions about continuing or giving up a farm take place. A 60 year old Georgian is not going to sell and
move to another occupation. The key is to make sure that his son/daughter has alternatives and does not
end up stuck in agriculture like the father was.”
50

ISET Policy Institute is a member of the CARE International-led coalition.
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Several lessons learned emerge from ACDA and ENPARD’s activities:
First, because of faulty program design, the vast majority (though not all) of ENPARD’s beneficiaries are
private farming enterprises which opportunistically registered as cooperatives by the ACDA in order to be
eligible for EU funding51. ENPARD’s support certainly allowed such enterprises to upgrade their production
or processing facilities, but it did little to further genuine farmer cooperation.
Second, looking at genuine farmer cooperatives among ENPARD supported groups, such as ORA ET
LABORA honey cooperative in Vani, DARCHELI hazelnut growers’ cooperative, and organic rosehip
cooperative TKIS NOBATI, one can identify certain features that can help distinguish them from other
would-be co-ops.
o
o
o

Genuine co-ops include a relatively large number of farmers with a more or less equal distribution
of control.
The main goal of cooperation is product aggregation, storage and processing, not production per
se.
Another distinguishing feature is the availability of strong leadership, typically provided by a
trusted external broker, such as the government, a local religious leader52, or business (a buyer)
seeking to develop its supply chain.

Somewhat exceptional is the SAMEGOBRO 2014 fishing cooperative in Chkhakaura village. Established
by 5 villagers in the Gurian highlands, Samegobro 2014 represents a genuine grassroots movement
towards collaboration in primary production. The five members have equal shares (20% each) in the coop,
jointly own fish ponds, and help each other on all aspects of production, logistics and marketing. Still,
despite its focus on joint production, the group obviated the need for land consolidation, a psychological
barrier yet to be overcome by Georgian farmers.
Table 11: Successful cases of Georgian farmer groups

Ora et Labora (“pray and work”)
honey cooperative in Tsikhesulori
village, Vani municipality
Organic rosehip processing
TkisNobati

51

Member
ship
13

Leadership

Focus of cooperation

Father Petre from
Vani Cathedral
Church

30

BPC LTD, owned by
Gaga Abashidze

Joint transportation of
beehives, aggregation,
processing, certification and
marketing of honey
Joint processing and storage of
rosehips, bio certification

This is reflected in very unequal distribution of ownership. Typically, the real business owner would contribute
all the assets and control around 80% of voting rights in a registered ‘cooperative’, with the remaining shares
distributed in very small portions among workers and other family members. For example, see Irakli
Kochlamazashvili and Eric Livny, “The shortest road to strawberry fields isn’t always the sweetest or quickest” on
the ISET Economist Blog.
52
It should not come as a surprise that some of the most successful examples of horizontal coordination are in the
honey sector, with leadership provided by local churches and monasteries. While not formally registered as a
cooperative, TAPLIKATSI at the Alaverdi monastery in Kakheti is another great example of farmers cooperating on
the creation of a superior quality, export-grade product marketed through Georgia’s duty free shops.
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Processing (de-husking,
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donated by the government
Joint production and marketing
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Third, international NGOs are not necessarily the best enablers and incubators of farmer co-ops. While
able to apply for and manage donor funds, such NGOs more often than not lack the relevant agronomical,
food processing, industrial management or marketing expertise. Most importantly, they don’t have a real
stake in the development of Georgian agriculture. The interest they have in their ‘partners’ does not
extend beyond the term of donor contracts, shifting to the next country and project as soon as an ongoing
project is wrapped up and reported on. Driven by the 3-4 year funding cycles of most donor organizations,
such short-termism is incompatible with the herculean task of fostering sustainable farmer groups, a task
that requires a genuine long-term commitment.
Recommendations:








To root out opportunistic behavior and to better target donor and government assistance, the
criteria for supported farmer cooperatives should be tightened. In particular, one should prioritize
farmer organizations i) set up for the purpose of joint post-harvest treatment, branding and
marketing rather than production, ii) having genuine membership and iii) management capacity.
Otherwise, we may see many more disturbing images of donor-financed equipment “rusting in
the corner of a field”.
If international donors and NGOs are the wrong agents when it comes to incubating farmer coops, one should ask who could provide the necessarily leadership and expertise, and who would
have the long-term interest in developing the capacity of farmer groups and linking them to
markets. To some extent, such leadership could be provided by business-oriented religious
establishments (such as the churches and monasteries in Alaverdi, Vani and Phoka) or local NGOs.
On a more significant scale, however, the role of enabling farmer groups could only be performed
by Georgian businesses – buyers of agricultural products who have a genuine, long-term interest
in strengthening their supply chains.
While inspiring, examples of farmer co-ops nurtured by business partners are still few and far
between. No buyer of a mass agricultural product, such as hazelnuts or mandarins, would invest
time and effort to help organize and train farmer co-ops, which, once organized, i) would be
tougher to negotiate with, and ii) could switch to competing buyers. The situation is more
promising when it comes to niche products (organic, biodynamic, halal, kosher, etc.) when there
is a need for the producer to train and certify his suppliers.
Finally, there is a role for government and donor organizations in catalyzing business engagement
with farmer groups. In particular, governments and donors could subsidize the costs of incubating
smallholder “supply” co-ops by the private sector. In addition to subsidies, businesses could be
granted land grants and concessions conditional on engagement with smallholders and
smallholder groups.
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SECTION C. BUILDING (PRODUCTIVE) ALLIANCES IN GEORGIAN HAZELNUTS,
MANDARINS AND PEACH/STONE FRUIT VALUE CHAINS
As we have seen above, the two inter-related challenges of Georgian agriculture and food industry are,
first, to link Georgian smallholder farmers to downstream actors – retailers, exporters, and industrial
processers, and, second, to link Georgian producers to global food and agricultural markets.
The challenge of integrating and modernizing value chains is far from being unique to Georgia, and a useful
starting point for a discussion of appropriate interventions may be the World Bank’s experience in building
“Productive Alliances”(PA) involving smallholder farmers and downstream actors in Latin America53.
Introduced in early 2000s, PA is a form of public-private partnership involving three “core agents”:
agricultural producers, one or more buyers in the same value chain, and the public sector.
“These three agents are connected through a business proposition, or “business plan”, which
describes the capital and services needs of the producers and proposes improvements that would
allow them to upgrade their production capacities and skills to strengthen their linkage with the
market, i.e. the buyer(s)…. The implementation of such a business plan … is typically supported
through core inputs and/or activities directs towards the producers’ needs: productive
investments, technical assistances, and business development. These core inputs are financed
through public grants provided by the project, which are matched by the beneficiary producers
and in some cases also by the buyer(s).”
PAs are designed to simultaneously strengthen two types of linkages: (i) horizontal linkages among
smallholders, and (ii) vertical linkages between producers and buyers. From the producers’ point of view,
the main advantages of joining a PA (beyond access to public funding and technical assistance) are
increased product quality and quantity (and, hence, revenue), assured sales, and increased stability in
prices. From the producers’ point of view, PAs are a means of improving and stabilizing the supply of raw
materials (in terms of both quality, quantity and price).
The PA concept can be implemented in a very flexible, context-specific way: engaging producers at
different levels of organization, targeting different end markets (local, national, international), pursuing
different product quality requirements, and using different levels of formalization.
Two points to emphasize:
First, PAs typically target “transitional smallholder producers”, that is smallholders “who lack wellestablished linkages to buyers and markets but have the potential and willingness to increase their
productive and entrepreneurial capacities to engage in modern agri-food markets.” In Georgia’s context,
this implies the need for very careful targeting, given that a very large share of Georgian farmers have
neither the potential nor the willingness to re-tool.
Second, “with respect to buyers, targeting financially and commercially strong buyers and ensuring their
commitment to an alliance with the producers are critical.” Again, given how weak and poorly organized

53

“Linking Farmers to Markets through Productive Alliances. An Assessment of the World Bank’s Experience in
Latin America.” (https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/25752), The World Bank, November 2016.
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most Georgian buyers are, PAs would have to be implemented in a highly selective manner, targeting as
much as possible strong foreign-invested and/or foreign-managed companies.
While the three sectors in the focus of the current study face many similar bottlenecks, interventions must
take into account many sectoral nuances. To avoid duplication and learn from previous experience, we
review past and ongoing attempts to build linkages in each sector.

Hazelnuts
Western Georgia’s soil and climate conditions are very well suited for hazelnuts. Moreover, being
relatively expensive (per ton), storable and easy to transport, hazelnuts are an ideal international trade
commodity. These features, and the possibility of customs-free exports to Europe under the GSP+ and,
later, DCFTA regime, turned the sector into a kind of Georgian Bonanza. The sector swelled with the arrival
of major international investors: most notably, Ferrero SpA (the maker of Nutella, which consumes 25%
of the global supply of hazelnuts), and very recently, Olam Group (purchased Georgia’s largest processing
plant in Zugdidi). Total area under hazelnut orchards expanded very rapidly, displacing other crops and
reaching approximately 60,000ha by 2016. Most new orchards are not yet producing at full capacity
(including Ferrero’s own 3,500ha plantation). Basic processing capacity (deshelling, drying, calibration)
has also grown, with more than 30 plants being currently involved in the collection and export of
hazelnuts.
To date, the main opportunities in the sector are to:






Expand planted area (Georgian government’s Plant the Future program offers a 70% subsidy on
the cost of seedlings)
Raise productivity (quantity per ha) through better selection of tree varieties (to optimally match
seedlings to soil, elevation and humidity conditions in different micro-zones54), improved
cultivation and plant protection55.
Improve the quality of drying and processing (to establish reputation and achieve better price)
Add value through deeper processing.

At USD 183 million and 176 million in 2014 and 2015, hazelnuts are Georgia’s number one agricultural
export (and one of the largest exports to the EU). As a result, the sector is a target of a multitude of donor
interventions, the most ambitious among which are structured in a manner similar to PAs.
The first such intervention involved an alliance56 between USAID’s Economic Prosperity Initiative and
AGRIGEORGIA, a more than EUR 40mln investment in hazelnut production by Italy’s Ferrero. In a
departure from the classical PA blueprint, AgriGeorgia is not a buyer of hazelnuts, and its willingness to

54

According to our interview with David Arveladze and Irakli Moistsravishili from the Georgian Hazelnut Growers
Association, the Italian variety (Giffoni) promoted by AgriGeorgia’s 60Ha nursery (the largest in the country), may
not be optimal for higher humidity regions.
55
According to Vincent Morabito, Chief of Party, USAID’s Georgia Hazelnut Improvement Project, yields and
product quality dropped significantly for the 2016 crop due to dramatically increased infestation levels of the
brown marmorated stink bug (BMSB).
56
See Appleby, Livny, Competitiveness of Georgian Agriculture: Investment Case Studies, AgriGeorgia (Ferrero),
2014, http://iset-pi.ge/images/Projects_of_APRC/Case_Study_AgriGeorgia_Ferrero.pdf
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engage smallholders is motivated by strategic CSR rather than supply chain considerations57. By allying
with USAID, AgriGeorgia was able to leverage its agronomical expertise to deliver training and extension
services in cultivation and post-harvest handling methods for thousands of hazelnut growers in the
Samegrelo. Still, in the absence of intrinsic business motivation, Ferrero’s participation in the project was
and remains conditional on external donor funding.
USAID’s 5-year GEORGIA HAZELNUT IMPROVEMENT PROJECT (G-HIP) is the second iteration of USAID’s
cooperation with Ferrero, a Global Development Alliance in USAID’s parlance. G-HIP supports two
associations: Georgian Association of Hazelnut Growers (GHGA) and Hazelnut Exporters and Processors
Association (HEPA) and provides technical training for husking/drying/storage (HDS) operators. GHGA is
focused on building the capacity of farmers by organizing association members in groups of 8-12 persons
to help each other and learn. A total of 30 such groups have been created thus far, and additional 15
groups are expected to be formed in 2017. Farmers meet four times/year on each other’s orchards to
perform seasonal works (soil preparation, pruning, plant protection, harvesting and post-harvest
treatment) under the guidance of a GHGA-hired agronomist.
While very useful, training and extension services alone may not be sufficient to sustain the GHGA58. Thus,
there may be scope for a complementary, more traditional PA project including an element of ‘productive
investment’ for GHGA to expand the range of its services to the provision of seedlings, drying/storage, and
potentially also processing/exporting.
Another very interesting attempt at creating a PA, this time by the Georgian government, is represented
by the DARCHELI HAZELNUT COOPERATIVE initiative. Launched in 2015, Darcheli gave almost 600
individual hazelnut growers exclusive access (to be converted into ownership after 2020) to a hazelnut
processing facility with the capacity to dry and store up to 500 tons (estimated at 1mln GEL in commercial
value). The main results of this intervention are improved quality of the product (thanks to industrial
drying) and a larger share of the total pie remaining with the farmers (thanks to subsidized storage) at the
expense of local processors/exporters59, who act as middlemen between farmers and international
buyers. Indirectly, by reducing their costs and increasing the price farmers get for their product, this
scheme also encourages farmers’ investment in new and existing orchards, adoption of more
sophisticated cultivation methods, as well as improves their access to labor, machinery and other services.
That said, given the cost of subsidization by the government, this PA model has to be carefully assessed
to make sure it creates net benefits for Georgia.
Darcheli is a truly unique PA model in Georgia’s agricultural landscape. The project created by far the
largest Georgian farmer co-op, and one that focuses on the right thing – cooperation on services and
processing, rather than primary production. As such, Darcheli quickly became a magnet for
complementary donor interventions, such as EU’s ENPARD program, which injected additional capital
(EUR 50,000 for deshelling and calibration equipment) to vertically extend the processing chain, provide

57

The company faced significant issues with access to about a third of its landed properties (4000ha) as a result of
ownership disputes with the local communities. These disputes have been ultimately resolved through
government-arranged land swaps and compensation for affected smallholders.
58
The current level of GHGA membership fees (2GEL/month/Ha) is much lower than what would be needed to
sustain it in the absence of USAID funding.
59
It is not easy to assess the exact size of the pie due to price fluctuations in the global hazelnut market.
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co-op members with direct access to export markets, and (potentially) eliminate their dependence on
intermediary processors/exporters.
In 2015-16, Darcheli also piloted a very interesting scheme of value chain financing (VCF) as part of the
Swiss-supported RAFAI project– a useful addition to the original PA concept. Contrary to VCF models that
rely on input providers (e.g. sellers of chemicals) or buyers for financing producers’ working capital needs,
RAFAI uses hazelnuts stocks (owned and managed by individual members of the cooperative) as collateral
for Crystal MFO’s loans covering the cost of inputs (e.g. chemicals) and labor. The RAFAI scheme carries a
lot of promise but its sustainability is yet to be tested in the absence of Swiss-financed facilitation (RAFAI
project officially ended in early 2017).
When it comes to designing future PA-style interventions, what distinguishes the hazelnut sector from
most other agricultural value chains in Georgia is the fact that with proper horizontal organization (e.g.
GHGA-style associations, or Darcheli-type cooperatives) and productive investment in drying, storage and
processing capacity, smallholders can cut out some of the middlemen and gain more direct access to
export markets, resulting in much better development outcomes for thousands of households (up to
60,000, according to some counts) working in the sector. This implies that PA projects in the hazelnuts
sector should NOT be conditioned on the identification of a specific buyer and an explicit, upfront vertical
alliance with processors and exporters. Rather, they should require smallholder producers to form large
enough groups, preferably, in a single geographic area, and develop a business plan with a clear
investment and marketing strategy.
The hazelnut sector is assigned a very high priority by the Georgian government, as is reflected, for
example, in the government’s willingness to work with foreign investors and donors, fine-tune tax
administration procedures60, and invest in relevant infrastructure. Going forward, there will be an
additional role for government in making the PA concept work for the Georgian hazelnut sector. One key
element would be coordination and help with the creation and incubation of larger farmer
associations/groups, including initial funding and management. Other elements would be plant decease
and pest control, R&D and research-based extension services to help with optimal location of orchards,
cultivation, and choice of seedlings and chemicals.

Mandarins
Georgian mandarins – Georgia’s trademark and major source of income back in the USSR days –are in
many ways a (sad) mirror image of the bustling hazelnut sector.


The sector’s export market is limited to traditional CIS countries, with Russia accounting for more
than 80% in 2015;

60

The hazelnuts sector is one of a handful of value chains in which the government agreed to set inventory writeoff norms, obviating the need for producers to document and justify weight losses in the process of drying and
processing hazelnut kernels. In all other value chains, producers have to go through the nightmare of daily
inspections of animal carcasses and rotten fruit and vegetables. Such inspections are both costly and are causing
businesses a major inconvenience. See detailed discussion of this issue in the Tax Administration subsection in the
second chapter of this report (“Key bottlenecks in Georgian Agriculture”).
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Limited storability and transport/logistics difficulties in reaching the export market (via the
Georgian Military Highway and the Gudauri mountain pass) make mandarin exports a highly risky
and costly endeavor;
Productivity levels are dismal and not improving due to old, tiny and poorly cultivated orchards;
Limited range of tree varieties translates into a very short harvesting season, greatly straining
existing transport, cold storage, and processing capacities during a one-month peak load period,
and leaving the entire sector in almost complete hibernation in the remaining months;
Both horizontal and vertical fragmentation is extremely pronounced, reducing the incentives for
long-term planning and investment (in capital and skills);
The vast majority of small sorting/calibration centers are not properly equipped and cannot meet
the requirements of modern retailers;
Few private sector actors in the sector, if any, have the vision and leadership potential to engage
in PAs, and bring about a ripple effect of technological upgrading and improvement in the
software of doing business in the sector.

The main – but perhaps only – advantage of the mandarin sector is its geographic concentration in
Georgia’s only autonomous region, Adjara. Our interviews with Adjara’s Agriculture Minister Lasha
Komakhidze, his deputy Avtandil (Avto) Meskhidze and head of the mandarin headquarters Karlo
Kekelidze suggest that Adjara’s government in general and its agriculture ministry in particular have much
stronger governance and leadership capacity than is typical for Georgian regions. The minister
articulated61 a very interesting, multi-pronged vision of a PA-type project for the mandarin sector:
 Gradually shift citrus orchards from tiny plots cultivated by Adjara’s peasants into production
cooperatives to be created on lands62 which have been originally designated for Soviet mandarin
plantations and are known to have suitable soil and microclimate conditions63.At peak, the new orchards
are expected to produce up to 40ton/ha, as opposed to today’s average of 20ton/ha.
 Incentivize smallholders to participate in the program by (i) giving them in exchange for uprooted
trees corresponding shares in the newly planted, collectively-owned orchards and (ii) helping replant their
lands with higher value crops, such as hazelnuts, table grapes, blueberries, Chandler walnuts, kiwi, etc.
According to Komakhidze, the plan is to create new mandarin coops on 20 Ha of land (about 1000 trees
each) jointly owned by about 250-300 farmers, but operated by a professional management company.
Five such orchards could be planted already in 2018 (on 100ha), and 50 (on 1000ha) by 2020.

61

Interview with Lasha Komakhidze, Minister of Agriculture, Adjara Autonomous Region
Adjara did not privatize former kolkhoz and sovkhoz land holdings. As a result, about 7,000ha of potentially
excellent land is not utilized, remaining in state property.
63
The Soviet approach to planning resulted in designating whole regions of Georgia for mass production of specific
agricultural commodities, such as grapes (in Kakheti), tea (Guria) and mandarins (Adjara). To some extent, Soviet
collective farms – kolkhozes and sovkhozes – were planned while taking into account local soil and climatic
conditions. In particular, Soviet soil scientists and agronomists were engaged in the process of optimally matching
agricultural products to suitable ‘microzones’, as was the case of mandarin orchards in Adjara, which were planted
in 1930s and 1940s. Fortunately or unfortunately, the Soviets’ ability to plan was limited by human ingenuity in
overcoming regulatory barriers. Given the high premiums associated with formal and informal mandarin
production in Soviet times (a Georgian near-monopoly), practically all Adjarian farmers started planting mandarins
in their private gardens, ignoring soil quality, rainfall, humidity and other local conditions. The process only
intensified in the post-Soviet period, when farmers were left to their own devices.
62
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Seedlings for the new mandarin orchards will be provided by the UNDP-supported nursery in Chakvi,
which has conducted tests on more than 65 citrus varieties and identified 3-4 early varieties with the
harvesting period starting in the second half of October64. The nursery will be able to provide up 100,000
seedlings grafted on local rootstock already in 2018. By 2020, supply of seedlings will increase to
500,000/year.
Such a top-down approach may be jarring to the libertarian sensitivities of some, yet there may be not
too many alternative ways to revitalize Adjara’s mandarin sector, which is quite critical for the livelihoods
of some 22,000 farming households. Left to their own devices, Adjara’s smallholders will be unable to
replant their orchards since this will be equivalent to giving up on many years of income that may be
critical for their survival. The issue is certainly not the cost of new seedlings – in the past, the nursery in
Chakvi was willing provide them at cost, at less than 2GEL per piece, but there was no buyer; the
government’s Plant the Future program provides a further subsidy of 70%!
Thus, the PA project considered by Adjara’s government for the mandarin sector can be seen as a
reasonable response to the liquidity trap in which Adjara’s smallholders find themselves today. Planting
new orchards is an extremely long-term investment, and nobody should be taking it lightly. Thus, there is
clearly a role for government in coordinating a transition to new, more productive and earlier varieties,
helping with the incubation of new mandarin coops, on the one hand, and facilitating smallholders’
transition to other, higher value crops, on the other hand.
Additionally, however, the government should carefully consider restructuring the downstream segment
of the mandarin value chain. Unlike hazelnuts, Georgia’s success in exporting its citrus fruit, juice
concentrate and other products will greatly depend on the existence of well-equipped consolidation
centers integrated, or working in close cooperation, with the processing industry. These criteria –
availability of appropriate processing/calibration/packaging equipment and ability/willingness to
implement proper quality control mechanisms– should be key for the selection of buyers participating in
government and donor-supported Productive Alliances. Only in this way, will Georgian mandarins be able
to reach more demanding markets, in the CIS and elsewhere.

Peach/stone fruit
The peach/stone fruit value chain occupies an intermediate position between the fast developing
hazelnuts and sluggish mandarins. Production is concentrated in Kakheti’s Gurjaani and Telavi
municipalities, and Kvemo Kartli, which together account for about 90% of the total. Both planted and
harvested area, production and exports are on an increasing trend thanks to improved irrigation
infrastructure65 and Plant the Future program, which provides a 70% subsidy on the cost of seedlings for
farms above 1ha. In 2016, peach production reached about 30 thousand ton, a 30% increase compared
to 2013-2014 levels.
A key weakness is very limited storability (peaches have to be cooled immediately after harvest, and can
be stored for a relatively short period of time) and excess dependence on Russian (up to 80% of total
64

A recent study by Seperteladze et al (2015) reports on the suitability of soil and climate conditions in various
Western Georgian locations for the introduction of early citrus varieties.
65
In some parts of Kakheti (in Gurjaani) no irrigation is required, and, moreover, peach orchards require drainage.
In most locations, however, drip irrigation is a must
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exports) and other, traditional CIS markets. Our interviews suggest that Georgian farmers do not cultivate
a sufficiently wide range of early and late varieties, which strains existing infrastructure and puts extra
pressure on prices. On the positive side, peaches are exported between June and September and are not
as vulnerable as mandarins to traffic disruptions on the Georgian Military Highway
Investment in commercial peach production has been quite significant in recent years, with many
plantations in the respectable 20-30ha range. While the best commercial farmers are able to reach
production levels above 20 ton/ha, average yields remain very low due to a tendency to minimize
production costs and a lack of skills among smallholders.
Some of the peach is processed into juice, compote, comfiture and other products by KULA and GEO
CONCENTRATE. KARTULI ZETISKHILI (“Georgian Olive”) is said to soon start producing oil from peach
stone. None of these companies, however, perceive peaches to be central to their portfolio of raw
materials. Consequently, they are happy to process substandard leftovers that are not exported to
Russia/CIS, without engaging in own production. Finally, substandard peach is also processed into
homemade vodka and chacha, or used as feed for animals.
Another group of players are dozens of individual peach growers/exporters, such as MISHA GOGIASHVILI,
who operate large commercial farms supported by Gurjaani’s “single window” export facilitation office.
Most of these enjoy strong reputation with Russian, Azeri, and Ukrainian buyers and sell their entire
produce – for cash – straight from the field. The most advanced among them, such as LADO
VASHALOMIDZE, engage in own production (Lado’s 18 ha orchard in Kondoli adheres to the highest
standards of quality) and rent cold storage/calibration/packaging facilities in the area. Rather
exceptionally, Lado is able to sell his peaches and other products to one of Russia’s leading retail networks,
which speaks volumes about the quality of his product, and his business acumen.
Finally, an important role is played by cold storage/calibration/packaging enterprises which consolidate
smallholder produce and export them to Russia/CIS. The majority, such as the GEORGIAN FRUIT
COMPANY, have very limited engagement with the sector, operating only during the high season66.
Given this situation in the peach/stone fruit sector, the goals of PA projects could be to:






Form service cooperatives or associations (similar to those existing in the hazelnut sector) with
access to well-equipped cold storage/sorting/calibration facilities allowing to implement proper
quality control mechanisms for exports to more demanding markets and retail networks
Promote smallholders’ productivity (bring it to the level of the most successful commercial
farmers in the region) by engaging existing expert growers in extension services to other members
of the group
Establish long-term linkages (contracts) with Georgian food processing enterprises in order to
encourage investment in higher value added processing activities.

66

GFC is one of two cold storage/export facilities in Kakheti that have been financed by USAID’s REAP project. Both
operate in a very similar fashion, consolidating produce but not building long-term relationship with suppliers.
Both were closed during our visit to Kakheti in March 2017.
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Given the limited role of buyers in the sector, leadership and standard setting for the emerging farmer
associations or co-ops should come from leading Georgian farmers, such as Mikheil Gogiashvili or Lado
Vashalomidze.
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D. POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
To actually achieve efficiency gains in Georgia’s traditional agriculture and to encourage product and
market innovation away from the traditional equilibrium, the Georgian government is advised to enter
into Public-Private Partnerships (PPPs) with leading food processors and agricultural holdings.
Quite a number of major players, particularly those with significant foreign participation, are already
involved in vertically integrating and developing their respective value chains. This tendency must be
perceived as an opportunity to establish development-oriented PPPs by the Georgian government and
international donors. Unlike traditional development partners, such as international NGOs, large buyers
(processing companies, retail chains, and exporters) have the expertise and the long-term incentives to,
bring about sustainable changes and modernization to Georgian smallholder agriculture.
The report further looks into a number of specific issues preventing Georgian agriculture from realizing
its full potential: quality of public services and tax administration deficiencies; bottlenecks in access to
finance and labor, services and inputs, infrastructure and logistics; underdeveloped land market, and, last
but not least, the failure of Georgian farmers to establish functional agricultural cooperatives.






The various agricultural service agencies set up by the Georgian government in recent years are
in urgent need of professional upgrading and consolidation. Despite technical assistance by the
Food and Agriculture Agency, UNDP, and the EU, most agencies lack the professional capacity to
deliver high quality services; some of them (soil testing and mechanization) carry significant
corruption risks. The government is advised to conduct a rigorous cost-benefit analysis in order
to decide whether to continue to invest in the capacity of these agencies to deliver services (such
as extension, soil testing, and machinery), or, alternatively, outsource at least some of these
services to private sector actors (subject to appropriate regulation and targeted government
subsidies/loan guarantees).
Despite a lot of progress achieved in recent years, there are some further wrinkles to iron out
in Georgian tax administration procedures. The requirement that every single natural or
production losses be verified by the tax authorities is extremely burdensome for the food
processing industry given that bio-losses are difficult to store and create sanitary risks. The
government is advised to allow companies to voluntarily define their own production loss
standards for each process, and have these reviewed and approved by the tax authorities.
Access to finance is consistently self-reported as a key constraint for Georgian small and
medium agricultural holdings. We suggest that the ongoing practice of direct subsidization of
commercial credit to the agricultural sector be complemented by a targeted program seeking to
leverage subsidies of credit guarantees in order to help form long-term linkages between farmers
and buyers of agricultural products (retail networks, exporters, and processors). If supported, the
latter may be well placed to secure a credit line with Georgian commercial banks to serve not only
their own funding needs and but also those of their supply chain partners. Additional
recommendations are to (i) reduce agricultural risks to commercially acceptable levels through
e.g. investment in early warning and prevention systems, (ii) continue with insurance pilots as a
means of accumulating relevant data and building professional capacities in the financial sector
and (iii) experiment with alternative ways to secure loans to the agricultural sector.
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Contrary to SMEs, large agribusinesses and food processing enterprises are mostly constrained
by bottlenecks in the supply of inputs and services, labor, and quality of infrastructure/utilities.
In addition to investment in infrastructure and improved regulation of public utilities, the
government and donors are advised to engage leading companies in addressing sectoral skill
deficits (by establishing model farms, providing private extension, and even vocational training)
and nurturing sustainable farmer groups as supply partners.
Another key issue for investors (both foreign and domestic) is access to agricultural land,
particularly large contiguous parcels served by road, water, gas and electricity infrastructure.
To address it, the government should use a multi-pronged approach to strengthen the push and
pull factors for Georgian subsistence farmers to sell their plots and move to other, more
productive occupations: (i) continue investing in agricultural infrastructure to increase the value
of land, (ii) reform irrigation tariffs and gradually wean farmers of agricultural subsidies, (iii)
improve education systems serving rural youth and help with professional retooling and housing
for those deciding to sell their land and move, (iv) learn from the ongoing pilot how roll out an
efficient land registration process, and (v) introduce an inclusive and transparent approvals
system to repurpose and privatize agricultural land over a certain threshold (say, 20 Ha).
Farmer cooperation is an obvious ‘low hanging fruit’ when it comes to improving agricultural
productivity and linking farmers to markets. That said, the government and donor community
are advised to tighten the criteria for supported organizations in order to target genuine farmer
groups as opposed to opportunistic businesses, groups that seek to cooperate on services rather
than production and have genuine membership. Further, we propose to consider corporations
(buyers of agricultural products) as enablers of farmer cooperatives, particularly when it comes
to niche products that require certification (organic, halal, etc.).

The final set of recommendations concerns the possibility of establishing ‘Productive Alliances’ (PAs) –
a particular kind of PPPs – in the mandarins, peaches, and hazelnuts value chains. PA are typically
designed to simultaneously strengthen horizontal linkages among smallholders, and vertical linkages
between producers and buyers. To be effective, PAs should be very careful about targeting:



“transitional smallholder producers” who lack well-established linkages to buyers but have the
potential and willingness to engage in modern agri-food markets and
buyers who have relevant agronomical expertise (to be able to monitor quality and offer private
extension services, if needed) and are financially viable.

The hazelnuts sector represents the best opportunities when it comes to PA-type interventions. Unlike
the situation in other sectors, horizontal hazelnut producer organizations of the type that currently
operate in the sector may be able to cut out some of the middlemen (small consolidation and processing
centers) and gain direct access to international buyers, potentially resulting in better development
outcomes for their members. This implies that PAs in the hazelnuts sector should NOT be conditioned on
an explicit, upfront vertical alliance with processors and exporters.
For large enough and effective producer organizations to emerge, donors and government may find it
useful to: (i) help incubate farmer associations/groups, including initial coordination and management, as
well as co-investment in drying, storage and processing capacity, and (ii) improve public services such as
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plant decease and pest control, R&D and research-based extension services to optimize location of
orchards, cultivation methods, and choice of seedlings and chemicals.
There may be not too many alternative ways to revitalize Georgia’s mandarin sector other than through
a top-down restructuring of the entire industry, as currently conceived by Adjara’s government. Left to
their own devices, Adjara’s smallholders will be unable to replant their orchards since this will be
equivalent to giving up on many years of income that may be critical for their survival. Thus, there is a role
for government in coordinating a transition to more productive and earlier varieties, helping with the
incubation of mandarin coops, and facilitating smallholders’ transition to other, higher value crops.
Additionally, the government should consider inducing investment in the downstream segment of the
mandarin value chain. Georgia’s success in exporting its citrus fruit, juice concentrate and other products
depends on the existence of well-equipped consolidation centers working in close cooperation with
growers and the processing industry. Availability of appropriate processing/calibration/packaging
equipment and ability/willingness to implement proper quality control mechanisms should be key for the
selection of buyers participating in government and donor-supported Productive Alliances. Only in this
way, will Georgian mandarins be able to reach more demanding markets, in the CIS and elsewhere.
Concentrated in Kakheti, the peach/stone fruit value chain has been fast developing thanks to private
public investment in irrigation infrastructure and the government’s Plant the Future program. Private
investment in commercial peach production led to the creation of sizeable modern plantations, but
average yields and export value remain well below potential due to (i) a tendency to minimize
production costs and a lack of skills among smallholders, (ii) a relative dearth of early and late varieties,
which strains existing infrastructure and puts extra pressure on prices, and (iii) weaknesses in the
consolidation/cold storage/calibration and packaging segment of the market.
PA projects targeting the stone fruit sector may find it difficult to identify qualified buyers. None of the
leading fruit processing companies perceive peaches to be central to their portfolio of raw materials.
The existing consolidation centers have very limited engagement with the sector, operating only during
the high season. Thus a leading role in potential PA projects could be assigned to commercial growers in
the Gurjaani municipality who seem to be capable of, and interested in working with transitional
producers on issues of quality, certification and market access, including more demanding retail
networks in Russia/CIS) and local food processing enterprises.
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F. INTERVIEWS, FOCUS GROUPS AND CONSULTATIONS
INTERVIEWS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Merab ARDZENADZE, production manager, GIAM mandarin processing factory in Kobuleti
Makar ARAKELYAN, head, Freight Forwarders Association of Armenia.
David ARVELADZE, Georgian Hazelnut Growers Association
Areg BARSEGHYAN, Senior Portfolio Management Officer, Asian Development Bank, Yerevan
Givi GACHECHILADZE, Director General at FROZERA
Misha GOGIASHVILI, commercial peach grower in the Gurjaani municipality, Kakheti
Hans GUTBROD, NERGETA partner
Tyler GREEN, RAFAI project director
Daniel DELLACHA, Global Agribusiness Coordinator, Ferrero Trading Lux
Shota KALANDISHVILI, Director, Taplikatsi honey production, Alaverdi Monastery, Kakheti
Suren KARAYAN, Minister of Economic Development and Investment, Armenia
Karlo KEKELIDZE. Citrus Sector Coordination at the Ministry of Agriculture, Adjara Autonomous
Region
Lasha KOBAKHIDZE, Minister of Agriculture, Adjara Autonomous Region
Irakli (Rati) KOCHLAMAZASHVILI, ENPARD’s evaluation coordinator
Phatima MAMARDASHVILI, head of ISET Policy Institute’s Agricultural Policy Research Center
Avto MESKHIDZE, Deputy Minister of Agriculture, Adjara Autonomous Region,
Irakli MOISTSRAVISHILI, Georgian Hazelnut Growers Association
Vincent MORABITO, Chief of Party, USAID’s Georgia Hazelnut Improvement Project
Lado VASHALOMIDZE, commercial peach grower, Telavi Municipality, Kakheti
Archil ZHVANIA, Hipp-Georgia director, February 2017

FOCUS GROUPS AND CONSULTATIONS:
1. Consultation with representatives of the Georgian food industry, ISET Policy Institute, GIZ and
the Georgian Ministry of Economic and Sustainable Development, 15 May, 2017: MoESD: Nino
Javakhisvhili, Vakho Tsintsadze, Rezo Geradze. ISET Policy Institute: Eric Livny, Maya Grigolia,
Yasya Babych. GIZ: Anzelika Rieck, Rati Anjaparidze; Food processing companies: Irakli
Bokolishvili (Nikora), Vakhtang Kachrishvili (Badagi), Rezo Vashakidze (Chirina), Giorgi Museridze
(Marneuli Group), Jean Frederic Paulsen (Georgian Wine and Spirits (GWS), Chateau Mukhrani,
Frixx)
2. Focus group with CEO’s of leading agribusinesses, ISET Policy Institute, WB/IFC and the Georgian
Ministry of Agriculture (MoA), 23 March, 2017. Georgian agribusinesses: Givi Gachechiladze
(Frozera), Tyler Green (BFCconsulting, RAFAI project director), Shota Kalandarishvili (Taplikatsi
honey production at Alaverdi Monastery), Andrey Maximov (Maximov & Partners). IFC: HeinzWilhelm Strubenhoff, Katerina Onul. MoA: Deputy Minister Giorgi Chkheidze; ISET Policy
Institute: Eric Livny, Tamar Jugheli, Pati Mamardashvili, Salome Gelashvili.
3. Consultation with CEOs of leading agribusinesses, World Bank/IFC, ISET Policy Institute.
IFC/World Bank: Jan van Raven. Georgian Agribusinesses: Hans Gutbrod (Nergeta Kiwifruit
plantation), Shota Kalandarishvili (Taplikatsi honey production at Alaverdi Monastery), David Lee
(ARIC LLC Pistachio Plantation), Andrey Maximov (Maximov & Partners). ISET Policy Institute:
Eric Livny and Pati Mamardasvhili.
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G. APPENDICES
Appendix 1. Examples of leadership in Georgian agriculture
BPC LTD –Organic Rosehip Juice
BPC LTD is a company producing organic rosehip juice from wildly growing rosehips. The company sources
rosehips from Tkis Nobati cooperative in Saguramo. BPC LTD supported the cooperative in bio
certification, provided detailed guidelines on how to produce bio rosehips and helped to purchase needed
equipment (dryer, storage, transport, etc.). There is no formal contract between the company and the
cooperative, however all the requirements for the collection and storage of rosehips, as well as payment
terms are communicated to the cooperative in a written form. BPC LTD pays the cooperative a 15-20%
price premium for the supply of bio rosehips.
The bio juice is exported to the EU and Asia. This year, for the first time it will be exported to the US after
it is certified as “organic”. The company is planning to expand and diversify its business by engaging other
cooperatives in the nearest future. Together with its partners, BPC LTD is building another juice factory in
Gori and aims to produce juices from other fruits (apples, citrus and so on). It has also partnered with an
American company to produce organic products for the US market. The partnership is called NADI and
includes Tkis Nobati cooperative as well.
FRIXX (potato chips, popcorn)
FRIXX produces and sells potato chips and pop-corn on Georgian market (15% of sales in brand and nonbrand supermarkets). At the moment they are working to penetrate the Armenian market and envision
Azerbaijan as a future market too. Insufficient supply of raw potato is a key bottleneck. FRIXX produces
potato, onion and some wheat on company owned 150-160 ha land in village Savaneti (Kvemo Kartli
region), but plan to add 40 more. A part of their potato needs are supplied by local farmers (550 tons in
2016) on contract farming basis, at a price that is calculated as an average of a fixed contract price
(0.23/0.25GEL per kg) and 50% of the going market price. The company provides farmers with potato
seeds, technical assistance, a range of fertilizers and other inputs, and a detailed calendar of cultivation
activities. A company-hired agronomist conducts twice-weekly visit to contract farmers to support and
monitor their activities.
SCHUCHMANN (wine)
SCHUCHMANN produces traditional Georgian (Kisi, Saperavi, Rkatsiteli, Mukuzani, Kindzmarauli and
others) and non-Georgian (Chardonnay, Cabernet Sauvignon and others) wines in the Kakheti region. They
have vineyards in the Napareuli, Tsinandali, Kindzmarauli micro-zones. The company owns 120ha, out of
which 60ha is devoted to vineyards, but a part of wine grapes are bought from local farmers. The
relationship between the company and the farmers is based on “gentleman's agreement”. The clearing
between the partners takes place after the farmers provide raw materials (grapes) and in return
SCHUCHMANN provides farmers with their agronomists’ assistance. Currently, the company sells 1.5
million bottles of wine in more than 15 countries, hosts foreign guests in their chateau, operates a barrestaurant and provide gastronomic, agro and other types of tourism.
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TAPLIKATSI (Alaverdi honey production)
Shota Kalandishvili is the founder and director of honey production company Taplikatsi at the Alaverdi
monastery. The company sources honey from a small number (10-15) of high quality local producers.
However, there are no formal contracts between the company and its suppliers. Taplikatsi delivers
training, extension services and inputs for a much larger group of beekeepers. It provides winter feed for
bees, which is sold throughout Kakheti. Other products include wooden frames and commercial
honeycomb foundation (made by pressing beeswax between patterned metal rollers. The raw beeswax is
sourced from local beekeepers). Taplikatsi’s honey is very well branded; it is sold at local markets and,
also, through Georgia’s duty free shops. High precision equipment allows company to maintain consistent
quality and tailor the product to different customers (including very small jars for hotels).
FROZERA (frozen fruit and vegetables)
Frozera is the premier producer and exporter of frozen fruits and vegetables (mostly) in Georgia. Launched
about ten years ago, the company started by sourcing fruits and vegetables from farmers in nearby areas.
Facing problems with the quality, quantity and consistency of raw material supply, the company started
its own agricultural production in 2014 (on about 160ha), however it remains interested in buying raw
materials from Georgian farmers. Past experience with Georgian supplier is very problematic. Frozera had
contracted relatively large farmers in Marneuli, and also tried to establish long-term business relationship
with small farmers who were provided seeds, extension services and financial support. Unfortunately,
farmers used the company’s money to buy low quality seeds and did not take good care of Frozeraprovided seeds.
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Appendix 2. Summary of a consultation with food industry stakeholders.
Ministry of Economic and Sustainable Development:
CONSULTATION WITH FOOD PROCESSING INDUSTRY STAKEHOLDERS
May 15, 2017
ATTENDING:
MoESD: Nino Javakhisvhili, Vakho Tsintsadze, Rezo Geradze. ISET: Eric Livny, Maya Grigolia, Yasya Babych. GIZ:
Anzelika Rieck, Rati Anjaparidze; Food processing companies: Irakli Bokolishvili (Nikora), Vakhtang Kachrishvili
(Badagi), Rezo Vashakidze (Chirina), Giorgi Museridze (Marneuli Group), Jean Frederic Paulsen (Georgian Wine and
Spirits (GWS), Chateau Mukhrani, Frixx),
SUMMARY:
Inventory write-offs.
Rezo Vashakidze: Chirina produces poultry meet (20,000ton/year); about 100mln USD invested so far. The
Georgian tax code does not favor producers. Inventory write-offs have to be approved by the tax authorities,
which is not easy in case of complex production processes. We make 4-5 calls per day for tax inspectors to come
and inspect. Biological remains (eggs, animal carcasses), if not destroyed, cause sanitation problems. The
emotional impact on producer is very negative. As if this regulation has been designed to create pretexts to
harass/arrest entrepreneurs, in case of need. The problem is being discussed for a very long time (since
Saakashvili’s time), but never resolved. It is an issue not only for existing producers, but also for new investors, e.g.
in the chemical industry.
Jean Frederic Paulsen: outside Georgia nobody comes to inspect your plant. There is trust. In Georgia, the opposite
is true. There is no trust between the tax authorities and businesses. This is an issue with much broader implication
and has to be discussed in a different format.
Nino Javakhadze: there have been several attempts to set inventory write-off norms. Such norms have been
established for hazelnuts, given the sector’s significance for the Georgian economy. Elaborating such
standards/norms for all products and processes is impossible.
Irakli Bokolishvili: in addition to meat products, we are also involved in the production of trout. Hatching depends
on weather conditions. How much fish will be produced out of certain quantity of roe varies over time; one would
have to count over a 6-year production cycle. Tax authorities don’t have the capability to set write-off standards
for every product and process. In meat processing products differ process by process, product by product. We
have historical data which we have documented, and we operate within these documented norms. However, we
never know how the tax authorities will react to what we do. To play it safe, we assess inventory losses at the
lowest margin.
Rezo Vashakidze: We have confidence in this government, but the lack of clarity on inventory write-off rules can be
used to against business owners in the future.
Giorgi Museridze: Indeed there is no trust in businesses. We have to prove losses, which is quite time consuming
and costly. The cucumber harvest vary from year to year, from 20 to 50 ton/ha. Sometimes we need 5kg of fresh
tomato per kg of paste, sometimes more, depending on quality of raw materials. Documenting losses is very
difficult. Every inspection cost 50GEL to be paid into a special account of the tax authorities. In complex cases, we
are asked to engage “additional expertise” (an audit) to count losses, which cost us 40,000GEL in 2016.
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Irakli Bokolishvili: to avoid the risk of wrongdoing, businesses play it safe – go for very low write-off rates. We don’t
wanted to cheat, because if we start cheating, our workers and shops will also start cheating. There are losses in
every stage of our business operations.
Jean Frederic Paulsen. When stored, potatoes lose about 15% in weight. We don’t report it to avoid the cost of
documenting and proving it.
Rezo Vashakidze: we “lost” 50ton of apples in the process of cold storage but had to report as if it was sold.
Giorgi Museridze. Losses are counted as product sold. Why not use electronic receipts for verification purposes (all
our sales our properly documented).
Irakli Bokolishvili: The overall tax burden on our business is about 25% of total turnover. Technical losses are 1-2%.
25% over these 1-2% is a very small amount (in revenue for the government and taxes for the business), but the
amount of headache it creates is just unbelievable.
Skills:
Eric Livny: the government declared dual (industry-led) education to be its goal but there is very little progress
beyond policy declarations. Are skills a bottleneck for the industry? Can industrial clusters, such as the food
processing industry step in?
Irakli Bokolishvili: skills are definitely a bottleneck. We tried to hire graduates of the agrarian university but they
have not seen meat in the life. At the same time, businesses are not “training centers”. If I train a person, how can I
be guaranteed that he stays with me? A good specialist can easily find a job elsewhere.
Jean Frederic Paulsen. Many international companies engage in training, and after 3 years, 80% of those trained
would leave. But this is fine. Businesses should strive to retain the best.
Irakli Bokolishvili: At the very least, the government should not should not use scare taxpayer money to finance
education programs that do not produce useful skills.
Eric Livny: it may not make sense for any single company to engage in extensive training programs that is not very
specific to the firm. However, it may make sense for an industrial cluster to “take ownership” of one or more
training programs that address their needs in collaboration with a public or private college. This is being done, in a
very modest way, within the furniture cluster supported by GIZ. The Marneuli holding is in discussions with the
Swiss government on the establishment of models farms and Swiss-style apprenticeship program to address skill
shortages in the vegetable value chain.
Working capital:
Jean Frederic Paulsen: the government’s Produce in Georgia program should consider financing working capital
needs of Georgian businesses. Since Georgian companies want to be paid immediately, it creates a working capital
(liquidity) bottleneck for processing companies.
VAT on free samples:
Jean Frederic Paulsen: Another idea is to remove the VAT requirement on free product samples. These are
currently assessed at the full price, to which full VAT rate is applied. Removing this requirement would benefit only
local companies. No importer would distribute large quantities of free samples.
Irakli Bokolishvili, Giorgi Museridze: the new tax code may be taking care of this, but appropriate instructions are
yet to be developed. MFF decided to pay the tax to avoid any risks.
Export procedures:
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Jean Frederic Paulsen: to obtain phytosanitary certification for exported products, companies have to certify each
“production run”. The definition of what constitutes a production run varies from product to product. It is one year
for wine (and so, not a problem), and very short (one day) for potato chips, which creates a huge burden on
businesses.
Access to raw materials:
Giorgi Museridze: raw materials are the main bottleneck from MFF. We could have doubled production (and sales)
if we had a better supply chain. We can buy some tomato from farmers, but grow our own cucumbers. Nobody has
the capacity to grow to our requirements.
Irakli Bokolishvili: Nikora imports 90% of raw material. Small producers can buy locally, but quality is very
inconsistent. Consistency is key for a large processor. Nikora produces 30ton of meat products per day and
consumes 20ton of meat (40 good quality cows) on a daily basis. We cannot engage in own production. This is very
costly, and we don’t have any expertise. Local breed needs improvement. Imported animals don’t always survive.
It is a totally different business. There is no choice but export.
Retail:
Irakli Bokolishvili: products have to be removed from the shelf at expiration date, yet 90% can be consumed after
it. Expired products have to be destroyed, which leads to huge waste. Outside Georgia, there is a practice to
donate such products to charities, dog shelters, which creates a win-win situation. We can start with safe,
packaged products. Can use external expertise to determine the final date for free distribution. In this way we
would avoid the need to store and destroy.
Irakli Bokolishvili: if you write something off, you cannot use it again, not even for charity.
Eric Livny: This is also an issue for the Georgian recycling industry, because its limits access to raw materials.
FOLLOW UP STEP:
Research/data collection to help develop concrete proposals for government action and new legislation.
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Appendix 3: Private sector engagement with farmer co-ops: the case of BPC
Ltd and Tkis Nobati cooperative
In 2008, Gaga Abashidze took over a small family business which for years had been buying and processing
rosehips gathered by Georgian villagers in the Shida Kartli region. The business model was extremely
simple. Villagers harvested and delivered the fruit. Gaga processed and then exported the rose hip juice
to Europe and Japan. The villagers saw no advantage in cooperation, and Gaga saw no need to engage
them as a group.
Things changed when Gaga “discovered” the lucrative market of organic rose hip products, which required
adopting a more complicated business model. First and foremost, moving to organic production required
certifying all stages in the process, from harvesting to post-harvest treatment/storage and processing.
However, as Gaga quickly understood, there was no way to certify hundreds of villagers. To acquire
international organic certification, his supplier had to be a legal entity that could be trained and certified.
Of course, once incorporated, his supplier could also come into possession of necessary equipment,
contributing to the efficiency of harvesting, post-harvest treatment and storage, reducing processing costs
and improving the quality of the final product.
Gaga contemplated two options to re-organize his supply chain: (i) help create and work with a farmer
organization, or (ii) expand his own business. Weighing up these two options, Gaga chose the farmer
organization/outsourcing alternative for two main reasons.
First, many of the startup costs could be shouldered by the village community, including labor and land.
Second, the co-op would be eligible for donor funding to offset capital, training and certification costs.
Furthermore, Gaga knew that the co-op would be a reliable business partner. On the one hand, he had a
long history of working with individual members of the group and trusted its leadership. On the other
hand, having access to a lucrative export market, he could afford to pay a premium for organically certified
rose hips, essentially killing any incentives for the group to switch to a different buyer. As much as Gaga
needed the group to supply him with a certified product, the group needed him to gain access to the
organic export market. Thus, both parties were to be locked into a sustainable win-win relationship.
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